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200,000 Barrels A Day

All Raiai Says
U.S. Response
Is Not Clear

State Plants To
Produce Synfuels1
By SUSAN J. SMITH
thetic fuels and conservation," Jones
,..,..,tellad.
Associated Press Writer j 1.,c.
CHICAGO ( A P4, ,,)\-4(efitticky Or"I'd rather pursue this course than
ficials says that fiterKeniucky plants in
none at all. There's a risk to doing
the planning stage will produce the . nothing," he said.
equivalent of 200,000 bari
i f 44 4''
Construction is scheduled to begin
in synthetic fuels by 1
re-sidentnext, year at Newman, Ky., on the first
elect Ronald Reagan keeps the pro- ,.,is...parat,
- •yoyelv which is to be
completed by 1984,
p
mises of the Carter
Jones said.
E. Jones
That plant will produce roughly 50,000
JamesVi
Assessment
elik-i
Technology
barrels a day in synthetic crude oil,
Departmee‘of,..knergy,
said the
tucky
which can then be refined like natural
plants also will WIN boom times to the
oil, he said.
area's high-sulfur coal market, conConstruction on the other three plants
suming about 105,000 tons a day of the
is scheduled to begin in 1983 and be
mineral, and creating about 15,000 new
completed by 1987, he said. Those will
mining and synfuel plant jobs.
be in Breckinridge County, Baskett and
All this will happen if the Reagan adat Geneva,Ky.
ministration does not throw any wrenThe Illinois Energy Conference,
ches in the plans worked out by Kenwhich ended Friday, was sponsored by
tucky and federal energy officials,
the Energy Resources Center of the
Jones said Friday at the Illinois Energy
University of Illinois.
Conference.
"It could be" that Reagan will not be
cooperative, Jones acknowledged,"but
we think it is unlikely. Our
understanding is that he will favor the
development of synthetic fuels," he
said.
Carter's energy program inc.Luded
$20 billion recently approved by ConBy LINDA DEUTSCH
gress for loan guarantees and other
Associated Press Writer
financial support of synthetic fuel.
LAS VEGAS,Nev. AP)-There was
development.
no warning, no alarm as black, choking
Like many synthetic fuel proponents,
smoke from a raging kitchen fire quickJones favors their development not only filled the MGM Grand hotel-casino,
ly to increase the domestic energy suptrapping thousands of people, killing at
ply, but to use more highsulfur, coal
least 82 and injuring more than 500.
found in much of the Midwest. That
Firefighters, predicting the death toll
coal, which releases sulfur dioxide into
would rise,combed through smoldering
the air when it is burned, has suffered
heaps of ash, charred closets and
from a depressed market, partly
blackened stairways of the luxury hotel
because environmental regulations
today in a grim search for additional
passed since 1970 require expensive
bodies.
pollution control equipment for plants
The Clark County Coroner's Office
burning it.
Of the four synthetic fuel plants plan- .said early today that the number ef peo'pie known dead was 82, with about 50
ned for Kentucky, only the first will be
'positively identified.
built by the federal government, at a
- It was the natian's worst hotel fire in
cost of $1.4 billion, Jones said. He said
more than 30 years,
the others will be built by-private in.
Fire officials said no alarm sounded
du.stry, although their developers will
when the blaze broke out at 7:15 a.m.
probably depend on the federal governPST Friday in a large kitchen that supment for loan guarantees.
'
plies six of the hotel's restaurants.
Synfuel critics say the plants will not
Flames apparently destroyed the
produce enough fuel to makethe investamplifiers on the manually operated
ment worth while and that the fuels
alarm system before they could go into
create new environmental problems.
action, Clark County Fire Chief Roy
One conferee asked Jones if conParrish said.
servation wouldn't be a cheaper way to
Gov. Robert List, who toured the
accomplish the same thing.
burned-out area, said he planned to ap-We think getting the country out of
point a commission to study whether
its energy crisis will take ...both synthe city's standards for fire alarm
systems were sufficient.
Most of the victims on the upper
floors of the 26-story, 2,076-room hotel
died of smoke inhalation after a "wall
of fire" roared through the casino
below, said Clark County Coroner Otto
Ravenholt. Many were out of reach of
A public hearing on the proposed use
fire department ladders that could go
of $65,000 of unappropriated federal
no higher than the ninth floor,
revenue sharing funds is on the agenda
authorities said.
for the Tuesday, Nov. 25, meeting of the
Only three floors of the luxury hotel
Murray City Council.
had sprinklers, and according to the
The meeting is set for 7:30 p.m. in the
fire code were not necessary higher up
council chambers of City Hall.
because the other floors were under 24Other items on the agenda are the sehour supervision, Parrish said. "Very
cond reading of an ordinance making a
definitely it would have helped," if
four-way stop at the intersection of 17th
there were more sprinklers, he said.
and Olive Streets, a recommendation
"To the best of our knowledge, all
for reappointment to the Murraysafety factors were operational at the
Calloway County Airport Board, and a
time of the fire," said hotel president
recommendation from the Public
Bernard Rothkopf.
Works Committee on bids for pipe and
Names of the dead were expected to
fittings for the Highway 94 East probe released later today. Clark County
ject.

STUBBLEFIELD STORY - The life and work of Nathan B. Stubblefield,
believed by many to have invented radio, will be the focus of the first of
two Kentucky Educational Television (KIT) telecasts produced in Murray
recently and scheduled for broadcast nest week. Sunday, Nov. 23, at 9:30
p.m., Dr. L. J. Hortin, right, retired journalism chairman at Murray State,
will discuss the Calloway County inventor's works in an interview by Bill
Badleman, left, a staff writer with The Paducah Sun. The show will be
broadcast over KET Channel 21, which on Murray cablevision is Channel 9.
The second program, featuring an interview with Murray State President
Constantine W. Curris and dealing with the university's regional service
programs, is scheduled for Wednesday, Nov. 26, at 7:30 p.m. over the
same channels.

At Least 82 People Killed In Fire
In Las Vegas'MGM Grand Hotel

Hearing On Revenue
Sharing Funds Set
For Council Meeting

BAND DONATION
Grover Parker, right, presets a S500 check from
"the Murray Lions Club to Robert Johnson. Murray High School Band
president. The funds will be used to help finance the band's trip to the
MaWs Thanksgiving Day Parade. The band plans to leave this afternoon
on its eight-day -trip to New York City, with stops in Washington and
Philadelphia.
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medical examiner Dr. Sheldon Green
said the identification process "is too
slow. We've got to go through wallets
and other personal effects."
Of the 534 people injured, 195 were admitted to local hospitals for treatment.
Only the Winecoff Hotel disaster that
killed 119 people in Atlanta on Dec. 7,
1946 was worse. '
Panicked MGM guests-some dangling bed-sheet ropes - jammed
balconies and the rooftop as police
helicopters circled overhead 'and officers shouted over bullhorns, :"Don't
jump! Don't jump!"
One elderly couple locked their hands
together and plunged 17 floors to their
deaths, said Fire Capt. Wayne Lit;
tlefield.
Another man used bedding and
towels to climb from the upper floors to
the 10th floor, but then fell to his death,
Littlefield said.
Parrish, who ruled out arson,said the
fire spread up through two floors and
then it broke through "like a ball of
fire" into the casino and the false ceiling above it.
Within 10 minutes it had gutted the
140-yard-long casino, where about 10
charred bodies were discovered. Casino
sources said as much as $200,000 in cash
may have been burned in the blaze as
gamblers, leaving piles of money on the
tables,fled the inferno.
Carolyn Hurry, of Milan, Ill., said she
and her -husband were blinded by
smoke as they groped through the
hallway outside their room.
'We couldn't see, so we felt (with our
hands) for the words 'fire exit' on the
door," she said.

As they fled to safety, Mrs. Hurry
said they saw frantic peel* trying to
break windows and fashidt'escape ladders from bed sheets: Sdme also hurled
furniture into the sealed windows of
their rooms to shatter the heavy glass
and let in fresh air.
Fire Capt. Ralph Dinsman said the
smoke spread quickly because of open
stairwells and elevator shafts left by
new construction.
"Everything happened so fast,"
Dinsman said. "I got the report, and I
was here in two minutes and it looked
like the whole building was on fire.
.Semoke was ceinitig out of every crack
and crevice."
Dinsman said the flames were controlled after two hours and apparently
were confined:to the lower two floors of
the pale-pink granite hotel.
Authorities estimate there were some
8,000 people in the hotel at the time, including 4,500 to 5,000 guests, and an
undetermined number of employees.
Weeping and dazed, guests who had
fled out the doors wandered on the 43acre grounds, many barefoot and in
smokeblackened nightclothes.
The four-lane street in front of the
hotel became a makeshift emergency
room,as paramedics and doctors,some
in hospital scrub clothes, worked
feverishly over victims. .
Damage to the building along the glittering Strip was in the millions, and
authorities said it might be a year
before the facility could reopen.
The $106 million MGM, which opened
seven years ago, was in the process of
adding 780 rooms and 33,000 square feet
of banquet and meeting rooms. Rooms
rent for $55 to $207 a night.

Condition Of Economy
Susceptible To Relapse
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP( - Like someone
recovering from a bout with the flu, the
economy in its current weakened condition, is susceptible to a relapse.
After a sharp drop in production and
sales last spring,there were some signs
that the economy was beginning a weak
recovery.
But now comes another round of rising interest rates and higher inflation a one-two punch that some economists
think will send the staggering economy
back to its knees.
The sharp jump in interest fates is
the most dramatic example of mounting pressures.
The nation "is on the verge of a
(credit) crunch again," raising "the
pos.sibility the economy will hit the
skids" by early 1981, said David Jones,
economist at the Wall Street investment house of Aubrey G. I anston & Co.
Inc.
In the past week alone, the prime lending rate at most banks jumped from
15.5 percent,to 17 percent, increasing
dramatically the cast of borrowing by
businesses. That brougtit the prime
. back to its highest level since May and
only a few points below its recOrd high
of 20 percedoflast April. •
The move has even more significance
if it is viewed as an indicator of interest
rates generally. Costs of all types of
borrowing for businesses are going up
and that will make them cautious about
expanding operations.
Higher rates also mean it's likely con-

sumers will cut back plans to buy
houses, autos or other major items.
Mortgage rates, already in the 14-15
percent range, are making it more difficult to buy houses. Figures on new
housing construction in October showed
a modest 1.6 percent increase from
building during the previous month, but
the number of building permits issued
last month dropped almost 15 percent.
The building permit figure, since it indicates future trends,is considered particularly disturbing.
In other business'developments this
past week:
-Despite gloomy economic news and
rising interest rates, the stock market
continued a powerful advance begun
after the Nov. 4 election of Ronald
Reagan. The Dow Jones average of 30
industrial stocks closed above 1,000
Thursday - the first time it has done
that in almost four years - before falling back a bit Friday.
Analysts said the market rally was
fueled by hopes that a Reagan presidency and election gains for the
Republicans in Congress will be good
for investori.
,-Personallncome rose a substantial
1.1 percent in October, its fourth consecutive monthly gain. But once adjusted for inflation, that gain may prove illusory, government economists
warned.
Wages and salaries were up sharply
during the mivith_ Hut'a Inge part of
that gain was due to federal government salary increases in October, the
report said.

.....•••••• • •
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Iranian
Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Rajai's
office said today that the American
response to Iran's terms for the release
of the 52 American hostages 'was
neither explict nor clear," the official
Pars news agency reported.
An unidentified spokesman was
quoted as saying the U.S. government
"presumes in modifying" the terms for
release set by the Iranian Majlis, or
Parliament, on Nov. 2.
The agency said Iran had asked the
Algerian government, which is acting
as the go-between in the hostage
negotiations, to ask the United States
"to clearly announce its positive or
negative response to the Majlis document."
The prime minister's office said Iran
"has not give any response, either
positive or negative, to the United
States on this subject," Pars said.
"The U.S. reply was neither explict
nor clear regarding the, document
ratified by the Mail's," Pars quoted the
spokesman as saying. "In some cases
not only had a direct reply not been
made but additional proposals had been
offered.
:'Since the government of the Islamic
Republic of Iran considers itself to be
the only executor of the Majlis decisions, the United States presumes (is
presumptuous in modifying this document," the Pars report said.
,
Iran's latest comment came on the
385th day of the hostages' captivity.
The United States sent its reply to
Iran's conditions to Tehran via Algeria
last week.

Iran has demanded Me release of the
estimated $8 billion in Iranian assets
frozen in the United States; withdrawal
of pending lawsuits against Iran; a U.S.,
pledge of non-interference in Iranian
affairs and return of the wealth of the
late Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
and his family.

Community Chorus
Will Meet Monday
At Public Library
The newly formed Community
Chorus will meet again Monday, Nov.
24, at 7:30 p.m. in the meeting room of
the Calloway County Public Library.
The organization is open to all who
would like to sing for their own enjoyment as well as public performances.
Dr. Irma Collins, volunteer director
of the group,said that auditions are not
required and all persons from highschool age and older are invited to join.
The chorus will be meeting every
Monday night at the library for rehearsal sessions and it was decided that
Christmas music will be the first choice
of music used. The Community Chorus
will be an ongoing organization that will
be available for performances upon regroup is enthusiastic about beq
inugin
"Theesv
invited
t.
to sing at several community events during the holiday season and
are looking forward to the various performances," said Dr. Collins.

inside today
Several photos from the Murray High School football banquet are
featured on Page 7 of today's sports section,

today's index

breezy and warmer

One Seethin-12Pages

Becoming breezy and warmer
with an intrease in cloudiness
this afternoon. High today upper
50s to lower 60s. Cloudy with a
good chance of light rain developing tonight. Low in the lower to
mid 40s. Rain likely Sunday but
diminishing and turning cooler
during the afternoon. High 50 to
55.

Aces
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Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
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Deaths & Funerals
Dr. Lamb
Fins & Feathers
Horoscopes
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports
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5
10, 11
10
10
2
10
2
89
23
2
4
67

Winds becoming gusty southerly 10 to 20 mph today and 10 to 15
mph tonight.

Salvation Army Service Unit
Discusses Plans For Projects
Plans for the work of The Salvation
Army Service Unit in Murray and
Calloway County were discussed at the
meeting of the local unit committee at a
meeting at the Triangle Restaurant on
Thursday at noon with William Edward
Laity, public relations and service unit
director for Kentucky and Tennessee
for The Salvation Army,present.
Funds for special projects at
Christmas and throughout the year are
available here from The Salavation Army. These include sending needy boys
and girls to the camp at Dale Hollow in
the summer, helping with Christmas
Cheer baskets, and funds for food and
help with utility bills for the needy.

Wilma Billington has been named as
treasurer for the local unit beginning in
January 1981. Any person or business
desiring to make a donation to The
Salvation Army Service Unit here may
send it to Wilma Billington, Treasurer,
c-o Bank of Murray, Box 1080, Murray,
Ky.,42071.
Other members of the service .committee are Euple Ward, executive
director of the Need Line Association;
Bonnie Ashby of the Bureau for Social
Services, Department of Human
Resources; the Rev. Jay Brigham,
pastor of the Immanuel Lutheran Church; Jo Burkeen, Groover Parker, and
Carolyn Parks.

•-•

DISCUSS PLANS - William Edward Laity, public relations and service unit
director of inc Saisiation Army for Kentucky andirennessee„second right,
discusses plans for work of the'local Salvation Army Service Ilnit with,
from left, Eupi. Ward, Bonnie Ashby, and Groover Parker.
Still Photo bv to Burk t.en
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Creative Arts' Meet

uVit COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Monday. Nov. 24, at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house with Joe Rigsby to present the program on
"Calligraphy."
Hostesses will be Vicky Holton, Carla Ftexroat, Jane Babb,
Nancy Haverstock, and Pain Thornton

By Abigail Van

Humane Society Meet
The Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Monday, Nov. 24, at 7 p.m. at the Library Arts Annex of the
Calloway Public Library.
A film strip will be shown and all members and interested
persons are invited to attend, according to Dr. Keith Helm,
president of the society.

HEALTH
No longer desires sex

k

m?. Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — If
;our body isn't putting out
enough of the right hormones,
can this decrease your desire
for sex' After my third child I
started taking the pill which I
took for 15 years. Then I had
my uterus removed so I no
longer needed the pill. But it
seems like ever since the
operation I no longer desire
sex
Do you think it's possible
that I need the extra estrogen
that was contained in the pill'
I've also been having some
trouble with my breasts hurt-

BARGAIN MATINEE
SAT.-SUN. 2:00
All Seats $1.50

7:00,9:25
2:00 Sat. Sun.
John T

'URBAN
COWBOY'
Connel Or • 753.3314

7:CO,9:20
2:00 Sat.,Sun.

Thru Thurs.
7:15, 9:00
2:00 Sat., Sun.
Don II non s•Tim Conroy
Private filis'(liG)

3

Chestnut Sr •753.3314
LITE SHOW III & SAT
bowl oilfiltaioime
11 010/0 om. • liii P

Open 7-00—Start 7 15
SAT — SUN
"Swinging foods"
"Rod Ihrwies"
"AI The
loving Couples"
Al Rated(R)
H way 121 S 753 3314

mg me. Could this be caused
by a lack of hormones My
doctor has checked them for
tumors but didn't find any. He
didn't seem to know why they
hurt.
DEAR READER — It's
true that the level of sex hormones does influence sex
drive. After all, a classic
example is the young girl who
is a tomboy and shows absolutely no interest in sex, But
once her body starts manufacturing enough hormones she's
less interested in climbing
trees and more interested in
soft lights.
Because of the intellectual
and emotional overlay in
humans, the effects of sex
hormones are not as clearcut
as you will see in animals but,
nevertheless, it is a factor.
You didn't say whether your
ovaries were removed at the
same time you had the
hysterectomy. You can have a
complete hysterectomy and
still have your ovaries intact.
It's important for every woman who has a hysterectomy to
know for absolute certain
whether her ovaries were
removed or not. If they
haven't been she must have
regular evaluations to make_
sure that she doesn't develop
cancer of the ovaries.
If your ovaries are intact
and functioning normally, you
shouldn't need additional
estrogen even for sex drive.
You may have some change
in function if the use of the
pills over a long period of
time has affected your brain
hormone mechanism. Your
doctor can probably tell this
by an examination, from special stains of cells or from
examination of blood and
urine.
In case you no longer have
adequate ovarian function and
need some hormone support,
it could probably be provided
in some better form than taking birth control pills.
The other possibility is that
you're having a psychological
reaction to having had a
hysterectomy. Some women
get depressed after such surgery and loss of interest in sex
is a common symptom of a
depression.
A hysterectomy alone with
normal ovarian hormone
function should not cause a
decrease in interest in sex as
explained in The Health Letter number 14-12, Hysterectomy. Cystocele and Rectocele,
which I'm sending you. This
will give you a more complete
understanding of these common operations used for
women. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Breast discomfort is more
common in the presence of
too much estrogen rather than
not enough.

Buren

Kennedy's Death a Moment
Frozen in Our Histories
DEAR READERS: I invited readers to tell me
where they were when they first heard that President Kennedy had been shot. I've received over
16,000 responses, and they're still pouring in! Some
excerpts from this incredible collection:
"How could I forget that day? I had gone to the grocery
store, where I heard the shocking news. I rushed home
immediately to find my dear husband slumped in his chair
— dead of a massive heart attack! The radio beside him was
still blasting."
LILLIAN MILLER, PHOENIX, ARIZ.
"I was on the operating table in the middle of a hemorrhoidectomy when a nurse rushed in and shouted,'Doctor, I
just heard that President Kennedy was shot in Dallas!' The
doctor dropped the instrument he was holding and gasped,
'Oh, my God!' I was left in a jackknife position until he
regained his composure, after which he completed the
surgery with somewhat unsteady hands. Later, the informer
stuck her head in the room and said,'Sorry, Doctor, I guess
that news could have waited.' To which he replied, 'It sure
as hell could have!'"
ATLANTA CONSTITUTION READER
"I was working as a pharmacist in a drugstore when I
heard the terrible news. A few minutes later two women
came in. I asked if they had heard President Kennedy had
been shot. Once said,'Yeah, but it don't mean nothing to us
because we're Republicans.' I couldn't believe my ears."
EVA IN ANAHEIM
"President Kennedy's assassination was announced as I
entered USC's dental Clinic, where 24 students were working
on patients. Twenty-four dental instruments were held
skyward and 48 mouths opened simultaneously — 49
including my own."
ELBERTA, LONG BEACH
"I was in the waiting room of my psychiatrist's office,
slightly early for my appointment. I had a transistor radio
with a silent attachment plugged into my ear. When I heard
the shocking news, I ran to the desk girl and shouted,'The
president has been shot!' She came out,calmly took my arm,
led me into the doctor's office and asked the doctor to see me
at once!"
ST. LOUIS MEMORIES
"I was in the Peace Corps in Liberia, West Africa,,when.
the tragic news came over the short-wave radio on the Voice
of America. I will always remember the deep sorrow expressed by the people of Liberia over the death of the man
who had inspired me to join the Peace Corps."
RAY HATLER,'L.A.
"My husband and I (both Canadians) were in our
hardware store in Hamilton, Ontario, when we heard the
first bulletin on the radio. We and our customers waited in
shock and disbelief for further news. We Canadians shared
your grief. The border, after all, is at times only an
imaginary line."
MARY AND RONALD NICE

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake o

FOR MONDAY,NOVEMBER 24, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- tea problem at home. Be conrow be? To find out what the scientious.
stars say, read the forecast LEO
given for your birth Sign.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
ARIES " • • iv*
You're not in the mood for
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) I
small talk. Frankly, you'd
Don't let your desire to get prefer solitude. Still, you have
ahead cause you to ignore the no right to snap out at others.
feelings of loved ones. Some VIRGO
p.m. tension around home (Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
base.
Friends and money don't
TAURUS
mix favorably at present. You
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
may have a rival in romance.
Stress cooperation with Watch careless remarks in the
others. Disagreements possi- p.m.
ble now. Don't goof off on the LIBRA
job, but be protective of your
Sept. 23 to Oct.22 I —
health.
Authority figures need
GEMINI
careful handling. Be objective
(May 21 to June 20)
in career matters. Avoid
Don't be careless with needless expense in connecpossessions. You could break tion with career.
something. Extravagance SCORPIO
needs- to be watched. (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
Romance somewhat iffy.
Argumentative trends
CANCER
prevail. Not a time to consult
(June 21 to July 22) 480
(1 with advisers. Travel plans
Others are testy now. Stay are subject to change. Be conclear of arguments. Taking sistent in viewpoints.
things for granted could lead SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Disputes about money could
arise. Your impatience could
be a factor. A friend's indifference shouldn't be taken
personally.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 2210 Jan. 19) Vi
Insisting on your own way
could irritate a partner. Don't
let career preoccupations
make you insensitive to the
needs of others.
OFF
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A co-worker could irk you.
Don't let resentment mount as
it could interfere with job performance. Evening finds you
restless.
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar.20) XC'r
-A
Off
You may be concerned
about children's expenses. In
romance, singles will meet
with competition. Dating
plans subject to change.

.n.r2L
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Pre-Thanksgiving Sale
l
iVinter

Coats

3

Skirts, Blazers 1/
Wools & Velvets /3
Wool Suits

1/

& Dresses /3 Off

1 Group

Sportswear

/
32

Off

Mademoiselle Shop
(seri Square

•

YOU BORN TODAY are
bothartistic and practical and
should have little difficulty in
commercializing' your
creative gifts. You're interested in public affairs and
would make a good journalist
or commentator on the human
condition. Your dramatic
"sure ihclines you to acting,
but you also would have suecess in art, music, sculpture
and literature. Banking,
publishing, - real estate,
politics and law would also appeal to you.

Saturday. Nov.22
Murray Squar-A-Neders
will dance from 8 to 1030 pin.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall. Bob Rhinerson will be
the caller.
Murray State Racers will
play Western in a football
game at 1:30 p.m. at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Murray State Racers will
play England Nationalists in a
basketball game at 7:30 p.m.
in Racer Arena, Murray State.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Shoreline
Bird Search at 2 p.m. and
Feeding and Sheltering
Winter Birds from 1 to 4 p.m.,
both at Center Station; Quota
Youth Hunt and Quota Bow
Hunt.
Sunday, Nov.23
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Hendon will be honored at an open
house in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary
from 2 to 4 p.m. at their home
on Murray Route 5. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tucker of
Murray Route 3 will be
honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Community Room
of the Peoples Bank, Murray.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Wetlands
For Eagles and Waterfowl at 2
p.m. at Center Station; Quota
Youth Hunt and Quota Bow
Hunt.
Debra Alison Dobroth,
Belleville, Ill., will present her
senior bassoon recital at 2
p.m. in the Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Leanne M. Martin, Severna
Park, Md., will present her
senior voice recital at 3:30
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murray State University
Chancel Choir, directed by
Margaret Boone, featuring
Maxine Clark as organist for
the new pipe organ at the
church, will present a concert
at 6 p.m. at the First Christian
Church. A reeeption will
follow in the church parlor.
The public is invited.
All day services will be held
at Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church.
District 17, Unit I, Licensed
Practical Nurses Association,
will meet at 7 p.m. in the
private dining room of the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway Public
Library.
Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
club house.
Douglas Center and Hazel
Center will be open from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
the Senior Citizens with lunch
at Douglas at 12 noon and at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at the library of
the First Christian Church.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Youth Prayer Breakfast will
be held at 7:30 a.m, at the
Fellowship Hail of the First
Baptist Church.
Quad-State junior bands
concert, involving approximately 75 junior high school
students from seven states,
will be at 7 p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.

/
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Monday, Nov. 24
Hospice Program will be
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

CHRISTMAS
ORNAMENTS

Humane Society of
Calloway County will meet at
7 p.m. at the Library Arts Annex of Calloway Public
Library.
Baptist Men of Sinking Spring Church will meet at 7 p.m.
at Big Joe's Family
Restaurant.

What
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Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
7:30 p.m. at the

Reservations for the dinner
on Dec. 1 by the Retired
Teachers of Calloway County
should be made by today by
calling Lorene Swann at 7531760 or Ruth Caldwell at 7533906.
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Tuesday, Nov. 25
Bible Journaling Group will
meet in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Marvin, 1658 College
Terrace,at 7 p.m.
Basketball Jamboree of
Calloway Middle School,sponsored by Calloway Boosters
Club, will be at 6 p.m. at
Calloway High School gym.
Robertson School PTA will
meet at 7 p.m. at the school.
Support Group for SIDS
(sudden death syndrome, will
be at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Department.
Note change from Thursday to
Tuesday.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Mike and Carolyn Manning.
This will be an important
meeting and all members are
urged to attend.

Swan
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On the seventh
ofChristmas .your
newest pair of silver
'Roelof,Days Hells': will
be sparkling on your tree or '4111111111111110.111-;.
mantle Reed & Eku-ion's charming minim!i wo.by-two
series. inspired by thejoined Christmas carol. now Includes the 19tiO edition —"Swan a.Swimming- and "Maid
a-Milking "Also available- the three preen HIS IYiitIMLS.
freshig minted and gilt.boxed In Pthrs. 2.'2 to 3' rugh.

Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, •
Unit 827, WOW, will meet at 7
p.m. at the WOW Hall.
Special class, on "Your
Amazing Infant" will be at
9:30 a.m. at the Memorial
Baptist Church with Mary
Usher as instructor. For information call 759-1294.
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Men's Prayer Breakfast of
Methodist
First United
Church will be at 7 a.m.
Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
Senior Citizens will meet as
follows; Dexter at 9:30 a.m, at
the Dexter Center; Douglas
tenter from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Hazel Center from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.; Murray at Ellis Center
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly ) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.

—TREE II
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1980 CHRISTMAS CROSS®
'

'

Murray Art Guild will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
,Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky Exposition Center.

CAUSES PAIN
Arthritis causes more pain
to more Americans than ,any
other disease. Today 31.6
million Americans suffer from
painful arthritis. Give a hand
to these people in pain by supporting the Kentucky Chapter
of the Arthritis Foundation.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

AIPIWOM
The Saving Place Make K mart
Your
Christmas
Savings
Store

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER 23, 1980

SUNDAY thru
WEDNESDAY

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
gyst._
ARIES
(Mar,21 to Apr. 19)
Watch out for misleading information. Talks with partners enhance closeness, but
avoid controversy about
money questions.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20
Keep tabs on accounts. You
could easily make a mistake
in your calculations. A partner
has a valuable work suggestion.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Some confusion now in close
ties. You could misunderstand
each other's intentions.
Leisure activities offset nervousness.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
A lackadaisical mood may
set in. It's hard to get things
started now. Home life
favored over outside entertainments.
LEO
(July 23to Aug. 22) 4124
;
Keep your feet on the
ground in romance. Visits
with friends are favored.
Some irritations possible
around home base.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
A new money-making ideahas merit, but avoid snap decisions or hasty planning. Nervousness may affect work performance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 2'3 to Oct. 22) -11-1-1
Unexpected expenses could
arise in connection with
travel. Watch out for
misunderstandings
with
others over financial matters.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rn/eVIt's best to keep new financial schemes to yourself at
present. Others are likely to
find fault. Avoid petty complaints.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov,22 to Dec.21) ^
You function well with
groups now, but unspoken
issues affect relationship harmony. Be tolerant if others are
out-of-sorts.
CAPRICORN
( Dec.22 to Jan. 19) Vi
You'll make some headway
on a work project, but later,
friends prove distracting.
Don't get upset over little
things.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Romance has its ups and
downs. Avoid mixing business
with pleasure. Travel and distant interests bring satisfaction.
PI3CES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Despite agreement about
basic financial goals, there
could be some domestic tension. A close tie may tend lobe
critical.
YOU BORN TODAY are
hiunanitarianly inclined and
are often attracted to
medicine and the care of the
sick. You dislike routine work,
yet are practical. You have an
innate understanding of
others. This quality, coupled
with a good education in the
field of your choice, gives you
the ability to practice what
you preach. Law, government, science, research, film,
music and brokerage are
some of the fields in which
you'd find fulfillment. Though
inclined to go off by yourself,
you nevertheless enjoy social
contacts. Birthdate of: Harm
Marx, comedian.
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Dkiesties

io Collectors

SA

Model
AER169
4-day Sale
Compact,Room-to-room Black and White Portable Set
'New Vista 200-: VHF tuner for better reception in fringe
areas, VHF fine tuning and dual-function VHF/UHF antenna

Portable Typewriter
Self-correcting manual has
84-character keyboard, lid

Unassembled in Carton

Ou Reg
$148
Take-with
Model
290
Price
3-way Modular Stereo System
Includes AM/FM radio, 8-track
player/recorder and phonograph

23.88
.zoo

Misses' Sizes

21.88

3.50

.

Metal Storage Shelves
Unit has 4 shelves and a gray
finish 60x36x12-in..Shop now'

K mart • Sale Price
Less Polaroid • Rebate

Your Net Cost
After Rebate

17.4

4
Days!
"Electro Flash 555"Pocket Camera
Built-in electronic flash, f8 lens, and
wrist strap. Uses 110 cartridges

3.50

Color Print Film
20-exp 110. 126. or
135 ASA 100

97°
3.97

Super 8 Film
Color movie film includesssrr-rg

Batteries not included

Kmart
After Hours
Sale
Sunday Nov. 23
6:00-8:00 p.m.

CUSHION LINED
TUBE SOCKS

Send Your Own

6 Pair pack

Prize Drawings

Personal Photo
Greeting Cards

anager Specials

25,

Blue Lights

3.97
Our Reg. 2.97

Our 544, Boys'

Our 5.77.6-pr. Pkg.

1.97

3.97

3.96

Sleep/Play Suit
Infants suits in
polyester terry

Cotton Flannel Shirts
‘ttractive pla1s
Our Reg. 3.97 Jr.
Boys'Sizes 4-7, 2.97

Tube Work Socks
6-pr Pkg Men's cot
ton/nylon socks
Fits Sizes 1013

At,
Kmart

6.96

Our Reg.6.47

Our Reg. 3.97 & 4 47

Shop and Save

3.47

4.47

Trash Can Liners
50 plastic 30x37"
liners 1.5 mil Save

24-hour Timer
For appliances Or

your color negative
Includes envelopes

lights. Automatic

Cords mode from color slides
Or prints or extra Cost

Grttt

Sold in
Auto Dept

Sold in Sporting
Goods Dept

Fits Most Automatic
Drip Cotteemakers

Save 36%

Our Reg 596

66c
Aluminum Foil
18"x25-ft, roll of heavy-duty boiler foil.

3.96
23x60" Runrfer
Herculon• polypropylene. latex back

Sale Price

Our Reg 1 77

1.27

2

Pk i's $1
Coffee Filters
Pkg of 100 dispos
able coffeel filters

16x26" Towels
sheared terry toy,
of cotton/polyester

Stuffed Pepper Platter
Two stuffed peppers
whipped
creamy
potatoes gravy, but
tered vegetable plus
butter
roll and

Hercules Inc Reg TM
Copyrrehr

1955 by It mart'. Corporation

etlf.a21 P xpress

-

cepted

Open Daily 1141.
Sundays 12-7

k HOUSE OF
) SILVER

iftS/

I

Our Reg. 2.58

Our Reg. 2.88

1.77

1.97

Pr
Thermal Socks
Heavyweight wool/
nylon Fit sizes 10-13

K mart- MERCHANDISE POLICY.•

. •

••
Our forrnenflori ri ió rice,every octvertise;alleMin oc,ekoe
h
selves
Iron advertised teris is riol'avatiobl4
'7or .
Pufc'tfabrukie to any uhroreieeb re"cridh- Aenort weltssueo Rom Check on reaueit for the merchandise(one Item
Or reasonable family quontrtv)to be purchased or the sole once whenever avollable or wel sett you a COnlipable
ClUOItty tomatocomparable reduchon

once Our poircv rs to give our customers satislachon always

i00 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

o=m mr---11"

Kentucky 42001

,

Air Filters
Sizes for man‘
and foreign
Auto Dept

ester

THE SAVING PLACE
_

-

•

61,

-

T COPY AVAILABLE

Sale
P
Price

Save!The Button'0 Instant Camera
Polaroid' motorized, fully automatic
camera takes beautiful SX-70'
color pictures Save at K mart

Your Choice!
Fashion
Sweaters
Or Pants
Soft acrylic,
slip-ons
team with
polyester
knit pull-ons

large

_

Save
*20

Our Reg.
4.96-5.57 Tops
I. 3.50

SOUND SLEEP
For a sound night's sleep,
keep your bedroom cool and
airy Have a light snack
bel ore bedtime but don't stuff
yourself. A glass of milk and
cookies or yogurt and fruit are
nice, and both contain
calcium. A warm bath, soft
music, a few routine chores
will get you in the mood for
rest. Ay oid strenuous exercise
or a violent TV show that will
keep you revved up for hours.

e Medallions
el I

$1

Our Reg. 69.97

npk-t,

7- 1

ALE

Open This Sunday Nov. 23 Until 8:00 P.M. For Our Gift-A-Rama Sale

s,

;
•

•.
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Opinion Page

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), the
founder of Psychoanalysis, didn't think
much of religion. In fact, he regarded it
as an illusion and wrote a book, The
Future of an Illusion (1928), partly to
explain that childhood fears lead us to
believe in a Divine Providence who will
protect us.
Despite his conviction that belief in
the supernatural would someday yield
to the scientific spirit. Freud made at
least one statement to which even many
traditional Christians might give assent:
Of the reality value of most of
them (Illusions) we candot
judge; just as they cannot be proved, so they cannot be refuted.
We still know too little to make a
critical approach to them. The
riddles of the universe reveal
themselves only slowly to our investigation; there are many
questions to which science today
can give no answer.

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Responses To Last
Week's Request
Last week, I asked readers of this column to help me in finishing up my
research on cemeteries in this county,
and I want Acithank everyone for the enthusiasm which met this response. I am
still getting calls telling me where some
that I knew of are located, and also
about some that I never knew existed. I
,was very surprised and pleased with all
the help I received, even though it's going to cost me at least a dozen books.
To update the information I received,
I learned that the Harding cemetery is
located on the Preston Boyd farm, just
outside of Murray off Highway 121. It's
also possible that there are two
cemeteries near there (I hope to find
out for sure this week-end), because
Mrs. EMIL* York said that she was sure
that it is on the J. C. Kemp farm. So I
am hoping lic) find cemeteries at both
locations.
The Minter cemetery that is in
Calloway County has been placed
somewhere near Backusburg Hill, and I
hope to find it also. I have also tentatively located I say tentatively
because I haven't actually seen them
yet, nor found out how good I am at
following directions) the Ayres, Scott,
and Harris cemeteries.
I was also told about some cemeteries
that I did not know about: the Pogue,
Smotherman, Griffin, and Folwell
graveyards. I'm sure that if this many
have escaped my notice that there must
be more.
I learned when looking for cemeteries
in Trigg County, that many times there,
is some confusion on just what constitutes a cemetery. Most people, when
asked if they know of a cemetery on
their land, immediately picture a large
group of tombstones — this is an ideal
• which is not always reached when hunting burial grounds. The reality is often
much less than this.
Many (times the-re will only be one
tombstone,and sometimes none at all. I
have found burial places in the corners
of gardens, behind barns, under clumps

of vines and fallen trees — and these all
constitute cemeteries,even though they
may be small or hidden or even unmarked.
I had a few calls from people who
knew where some ancestor was buried,
even though there was not a stone
marking the place, and this is a big
help, too. In fact, this may be more important to record than the more formal
cemeteries, since there may be only
one or two people who know this, and
since there is no stone to read, there
needs to be a written record showing
this information.
Another problem I am having,
related to old death records, is the fact
that some cemeteries were called by
more than one name. For example, the
Curd cemetery near the Marshall County line was also called Maple Springs on
the old death records; and I have found
death records on persons buried in the
Almo cemetery who were listed as being buried at Chapel Hill.
I am thinking that some cemeteries
that I've been unable to find may be accounted for in this way. For this reason,
if anyone knows anything about the
Thweatt, Gore, or Starks cemeteries (I
believe they are all located near Alm)),
please give me a call. I feel sure that
they are possibly cemeteries I have
already found under some other name.
If any reader who lives on a farm in
the county has not already done so,
please try to think if there is an old
burial place on your land that you may
have forgotten about, whether it has
tombstones or not. And if you can,see if
.,you can find out who is buried there. I
really believe that time is running out,
what with subdivisions springing up
everywhere, to record these old-time
graveyards, so that the information
may be passed down to future generations.
Thank all of you for the help you've
given me so far, and please know that I
appreciate any more information you
'
may have.

Washington Today

Bank Support In Doubt
After Two Recent Events
_
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP I — Future U.S.
support for the World Bank and other
institutions that provide development
aid to the world's poorest nations is
very much in doubt in light of two recent events.
One was the election of Ronald
Reagan as president and a much more
conservative. Congress. The other was
the breA.clown in Congress of a lastminute agreement aimed at enactment
of a three-year U.S. contribution of $3.2
billion to a bank program for needy nations.,
A supporter of the program, Rep.
John Cavanaugh, D-Neb., wonders
what chance there is for the program if
it couldn't pass in a Democratic-
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controlled Congress with the backing of
President Carter.
Nobody seems sure where Reagan
stands on aid for needy nations,
although many believe he will support a
change from giving U.S. aid through
agencies to giving it directly to recipient countries.
Cavanaugh says Reagan's feelings
are shown by his failure to help win
,enactment of the funds. He said many
Democrats were so wary of the new
conservative mood that they didn't
want to appropriate the money unless
Reagan assured his backing.
"It leaves the strong sense that the
right-wing, anti-bank forces are at least
temporarily in the driver's seat in the
Reagan camp," Cavanaugh said.
But Rep. Henry Hyde, R-III., who
favors the program, said it is absurd to
blame Reagan for the failure of a Congress with a heavy Democratic majority to approve the funds. He said an attempt was made to win Reagan's support at the last minute, but it wasn't
successful.
The money was for the International
Development Association, an arm of
the World Bank, which makes loans to
the poorest nations.
Last year, the IDA approved loans for
$12 billion to countries where per capita
income is less than $625, and most of the
money went to countries with income of
no more than $360.
The U.S. contribution of $3.2 billion,
to be appropriated over three years, is
about 27 percent of the total of $12
billion agreed to by a group of industrial nations.
Had it not been for others, notably
West Germany and Japan, which advanced their contributions, IDA would
have run out of money to lend in July.
Action by Congress is unlikely before
March.
Why has U.S. support for programs to
help poor nations declined even though
all recent U.S. presidents favored it?
The reasons include anger over oil
price increases, anger that some countries receiving aid have opposed U.S.
foreign policy, concern over waste and
corruption in recipient countries and
the U.S. recession.
A 1978 IDA loan to Vietnam for 650
million angered many lawmakers.
Robert S. McNamara, who is about to
• be replaced as bank president by A.W.
Clausen, now president of Bank of
America, recently defended the bank's
'saying they have improved
the lives'o( millions of people. He said
the U.S. aid effort, scarcely 0.18 percent
of the nation's gross national product,
has been "disgraceful."
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Today In History

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The opening day sale of air cured
tobacco in Murray will be on Dec. 11,
according to Holmes Ellis, manager of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Laura
Parks Williams, 59, Gilbert Peters, 69,
and Obie Mitchuson,60.
The Murray Electric system is busy
putting up Christmas lights and decora-

tions in downtown Murray today.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. Lawrence of
Kirksey Route 1 will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on Nov. 27. Open
house will be held on Nov. 28 at their
home.
The Murray State University Racers
lost to Western in a football game at
Cutchin Stadium, Murray. Western has
won the Ohio Valley Conference championship for this season.

Margaret Morton, Martha Alls, Jane
Buchanan, Verona Grogan, Glenda
Hill, Margie Chapman, Julia Freeman,
Kay Addison, Mary Canter, Pat Scott,
Valada Stuart, and Sallie Guy had high
averages in bowling in the Dillar or
Dollar Bowling League.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre is "On
A Clear Day" starring Barbra Streisand and Yves Montaud.

20 Years Ago
Roberts is the
Mrs. W. P. Virgna)(
author of a new book, The Conquered
Life, released from W. M. Eerdman's
Publishing Company of Grand Rapids,
Mich., this month.
Max Hurt, executive vice president of
the Woodmen of the World, will speak
at the Thanksgiving meeting of the
local WOW tonight at the American
Legion Hall.
Mildred Hodge won the roll off at Cor-

vette Lanes and will bowl on WPSD-TV,
Channel 6, Paducah,on Nov. 26. Shirley
Wade was second and Jo Williams was
third.
Becky Wilson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh E. Wilson, was honored at a
party in celebration of her sixth birthday. •
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Jerry Lewis as The Bellboy."

Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield will be the featured speaker at
the meeting of the Murray Lions Club
tonight at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Deaths reported include Clarence Erwin,76.
The Rev. T. G. Shelton is serving as
pastor of the North Side Baptist Church.

30 Years Ago
Two Murray hunters, Sam Kelly and
Earl Woods, had exceptional luck
recently on their hunting trip in Alpena
State Forest, Michigan, when each of
them bagged a deer..
B. C. Byrd and Charles Butterworth
have purchased the local DeSotoPlymouth dealership from Ray Cable.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Williams on Nov. 18, a
boy to Mr: and Mrs. W. D. Hamrick on

Nov. 18,and a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Hugh
E. Johnson on Nov. 19.
Mrs. Dees Roberts and Mrs. Wiley
Parker directed the program at the
meeting of the Hazel High School
Parent-Teacher Association.
Presenting the program at the
meeting of the Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held at the club
house was Mrs. W.S.Swann.

In high school basketball games Lynn
Grove beat New Concord and Murray
Training beat Almo. High team scorers
were Miller for Lynn Grove, Adams for
New ...Concord, Bowden for Murray
Training,and Lockhart for Almo.
Showing at .the Varsity Theatre is
"The White Tower" starring Glenn
Ford, Valli, Claude Rains, and Oscar
Homofko.

40 Years Ago
Mrs. Gertie Story who has been suffering with a complete loss of her voice
for the past two years, received her
voice again at her home in Lynn Grove
on Nov. 16. Her voice returned just as
strangely as it disappeared two years
ago.
The Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross has opened a sewing room on the third floor of the courthouse, according to Bea Melugin, Red
Cross director, and Mrs. Hal Houston,
local sewing chairman.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Jo Ann Wells Whitnell, Mrs. Alice
Thornton Orr, and Mrs. Martha Furdom.
Rufe Bean of near Lynn Grove
brought the new season's first crop of
tobacco, about 2,040 pounds, to the new
Farris barn on Depot Street.
The organizational meeting for the

Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr._ and Mrs. Arville Owen on
Nov. 16 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Hobert Elliott on Nov. 18.
Methodist pastors assigned to this
area at .the Memphis Conference -include Rev. J. 0. Ensor, Murray -First;
Rev. J. M. Kendall, Murray Circuit;
Rev. W. T. M. Jones, Almo Circuit;
-
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Bible Thought

I hate, I despise your feast days,
Thoroughbreds beat the Middle Tenand I will not smell in your solemn
nessee Blue Raiders 18 to 0 in a football
assemblies. Amos 5:21.
game at Murfreesboro, Tenn.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Celebrations and high holy days
are no substitute for right living
Russellville 32 to 6 in a homecoming
let righteousness roll down as a
football game in sub freezing weather
mighty stream.
here on Nov. 15.
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.
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sale of Christmas seals for the purpose
to fight tuberculosis was held Nov. 20.
A big singing will be held at the New
Concord High School the first Sunday in
December featuring thepover Quartet,
the Kentucky Quartet, and the Armstrong Quartet.
C. V. Farmer, local tobacco expert,
will give demonstrations on "Dark
Fired Stripping and Classing" at
schools and homes throughout the county during the next two weeks.
Dr. James H. Richmond, T. 0.
Turner, Rep. P. G. Curd, and George
Hart were speakers at the Calloway
County Road meeting held at the courthouse on Nov. 16 with County Judge
John Clopton presiding.
Cal Smith was honored at a dinner in
celebration of his 70th birthday on Nov.
10 at his home.
The Murray State Teachers College

The Story Of
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Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
aese•Iera. 1575
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Bobbie Jaque Marvin, an employee of the stove plant and resident of Route 6, was killed June 3, 1970, on Highway 94 east of
Murray when his car collided with a truck trailer. He was buried
in the City Cemetery, seventh victim of traffic accidents thus far
in the year.
Postmaster General W. M. Blount announced a new post office
building would be erected in Murray, stipulated the successful
bidder would select the site for the project, thus eliminating a
previous confrontation with Calloway citizens over the North 4th
Street location and cancellation, but in political harmony with an
upcoming presidential election.
Fire-Rescue underwent growing pains in the past two years in
the financing of a new fire truck, but none could compare with the
agony erupting when the new truck's water pump collapsed and
the replacement pump was lost for nearly a month in shipment.
Pump was located the day after the big fire destroyed the Poor
House, a two-story building of 1912 vintage north of Murray while
the volunteers looked on helplessly with no water, however were
able to confine the blaze to the main building where only Mr. and
Mrs. Luke Woodward, caretakers, were domiciled. The adjoining
building housing the last three members of the Poor Farm was held
secure. No one expressed regrets over the loss of the symbol reflecting a barbarism within the social fabric far too long. Thanks to
Social Security, a federal agency, picked up" the old load sadly
mismanaged.
Hopkinsville Federal Loin & Savings picked up a local tab
of identifying a bit closer with their new branch in Murray and
the appointment of two of our well-known citizens, Robert (Bob)
Perry and Dr. Ralph H. Woods, as members of an advisory board,
a novel and effective conception of relating to its patrons. In another novel change of name pace, the former Cooper-Martin Food
Store became known as Storey's Food Giant, however the changeover was not for the purpose of introducing a lone bandit to the
cash in a holdup the early morning hours of June 22 in the Bel Aire
Shoppius- Center. Murray to...yrr• was giuwing N,,•„,incl becoming
the target of hit-and-run thugs who welcomed the new found prosperity and progress of Murray town.

50 Years Ago,
Murray citizens have started at work
diligently not only to get the United
States Postoffice built here next year,
but also to ge an increase in the appropriation from $65,000 to $100,000.
Sen. Alben W,. Barkley and Rep. Voris
Gregory will be asked to help to promote the project.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Homer G. Radford, 39, John S.
Downs,73, Judge C.M. Smoot,and Mrs.
1.ura Harmon.
C. Ray Bus Lines, owned by C. Ray.
138 Taxi, owned by Burnett Waterfield,
and Dick Restaurant, owned by Jim
Dick, will occupy the new building being constructed by Miss Eva McDaniel
and Mrs. Bert Sexton on Main Street on
the lot between the McDaniel House
and the Cities Service Oil Station.
The boys and girls of Gunter's Flat
Community have the distinction of
enrolling and organizing the first junior
4-H club in Calloway County this year.
Officers are Willie Mae Cunningham,
Lacy Thomas, Hilda Coles, and Peter
Cunningham.
Marriages announced this week include Euda Putnam to Raymond Lewis.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Nov. 22, the 327th
day of 1980. There are 39 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 22, 1963, President John F.
Kennedy was assassinated as he rode in
a motorcade in Dallas.
On this date:
In 1906, the S-O-S signal for ships in
distress was adopted by an international convention in Berlin.
In 1962, the Soviet Union announced
an end of the combatreadiness alert of
armed forces imposed at the start of the
Cuban missile crisis.
In 1974, the United Nations General
Assembly gave the Palestine Liberation Organization observer status.
In 1977, the Concorde supersonic
airliner began service at New York's
Kennedy International Airport after a
lengthy dispute over noise levels.
Ten years ago, the government of
Guinea said it was under attack by
mercenaries supported by Portugal.
Five years ago, Juan Carlos de Borbon was proclaimed king of Spain.
One year ago, 13 freed hostages
returned to the U.S. in time to celebrate
the Thanksgiving holiday with their
families, but 49 other Americans romained captive at the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran.
Today's birthdays: Actor Robert
Vaughn is 48 years old. Songwriter
Hoagy Carmichael is 81, and heiress
Doris Duke is 68.
Thought for today: There was never
yet a philosopher who could endure the
toothache patiently — William
Shakespeare, English playwright ( 15641616).

ft

Rev.G. R.Smith, Kirksey Circuit.
The Magazine Club will have a
Thanksgiving Market on Nov. 24 at
Diuguid's Furniture on the north side of
the court square with proceeds to go into the vault fund for the Murray City
Cemetery.
R. R. Emerson will conduct a singing
on Nov. 23 at 1 p.m. at South Pleasant
Grove.
The Murray State Teachers College
with the cooperation of the citizens of
Murray is preparing for a welcome to
teachers of Western Kentucky who will
gather here Nov. 27 and 28 for the 48th
annual session of the First District
Education Association.
Chuck roast is listed as selling for 10
cents per pound in the ad for Shroat
Bros. Meat Market this week.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Murray Business News Briefs
Kentuckians who own
shares of stock in home-state
companies haven't fared badly in terms of return on their
investment, even in today's
economic hard times.
Or even in past hard times,
like the recession of 1974-75,
' according to a survey by
statewide
business
newspaper Kentucky Business
Ledger.
The return on investment
comes in the form of quarterly
cash dividends, and the
survey disclosed that 20 of 21
Kentucky-based companies
reviewed have actually increased dividends in the current recessionary year over
their 1979 payouts. The 21st
has maintained its 1979 rate in
1980.
That's a substantially better
showing than Standard &
Poor's came up with in its

survey of the recessionary
dividend policies of 2,026 companies across the nation this
year. S&P reported that 1,831
of those companies increased
their dividends, 71 decreased
them and 124 omitted them entirely.
Standard & Poor's also
reported that in the 1974-75
recession,.1,166 of the 1,537
companies surveyed increased dividends, 156 decreased
them and 215 eliminated
dividends. Only 15 of the 21
Kentucky companies in the
Ledger survey were paying
cash dividends during the
1973-75 period, and all of them
paid more in 1975 than they
had paid in 1973. Four paid at
the same rate in 1975 as in
1974, but the other 11 increased their dividend rate in 1975.
Furthermore, three of the
Kentucky companies actually
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Knowing how much electricity your major appliances
use will help you save exTergy,
showing you where to concentrate your energy-saving
efforts.
For more information
about getting the most from
electricity, check with us. We
have free booklets and folders
that will help you use electricity wisely.
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initiated cash dividends during the 1974-75 recession
years. They are CONNA (then
Convenient Industries of
America), Dollar General and
General Energy. General
Energy is the one company
among the 21 surveyed that
maintained its 1979 dividend
rate this year, while the other
20 increased their payouts.
Although the past decade
has endured two severe recessions and other negative blips
in the economy, the dividend
policies of Kentucky companies over the period is
enough to warm the nest eggs
of conservative investors.
In 1973, the 15 Kentucky
companies then paying cash
dividends
provided
shareholders a combined total
of $11.02 per share. In 1980, the
21 companies will have paid
out a total of $23.39 per share.
The 1980 total represents an
increase of nearly 15 percent
over 1979, when the economy
was far more robust.
Investors looking for dividend growth in Kentucky companies would have been most
delighted . with Ashland Oil,
First Kentucky National and
Brown-Forman Distillers, in
that order, for their act:i-.1 increase in cash payout since
1973, the year before the
decade's first recession.
There also have been some
astronomical percentage increases among the firms
suriieyed. Humana initiated

cash dividends in 1976 at a
dime a share. The 1980 rate
represents a 650 percent increase and the hospital
management
company
recently announced another 60
percent increase over the 1980
rate for 1981.
Dollar General's cash
payout has increased 480 percent since dividends were initiated in 1975. And CONNA's
dividends are 400 percent
greater than its first payout in
1974. Others with increases of
more than 100 percent since
1973, or since cash dividends
Were initiated or reinstated in
recent years, include Ashland
Oil, Brown-Forman, Capital
Holding, First Kentucky National, Glenmore Distilleries,
Kentucky Central Life Insurance Co., Thomas Industries and Vermont
American.
In summary,it appears that
investing in Kentucky stocks
yields dividends.
+++
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was up.
Leading gainers: Capital
Holding(NYSE), to 173
/
4 from
1614 Chi Chi's (OTC), to 24
from 213
/
4; Texas Gas
Transmission (NYSE),to 395*
from 35; Thomas Industries
/
4 from 13'2.
(NYSE), to 153
Biggest losses: Glenmore
/
4 from 263
/
4;
(AMEX(, to 253
Vermont American (AMEX),
to 16 from 18'2.

Robert Major Promoted
To Director Of Research
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Mortgage May Become Extinct

Home-State Company Stocks
Make Return On Investment

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. —
Robert L. Major has been promoted to the position of director, market research, for
AMAX Coal Company. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
William S. Major of Murray.
In his new capacity. Major's
responsibilities will include
preparation of regional .aridnational coal supply and demand forecasts, preparation
of market analyses for mines

Tidwells Promoted
In Shaklee Corp.
Rodney and Jana Tidwell
were recently promoted to
Assistant Supervisors within
the independent sales force of
Shaklee Corporation. The appointment was announced by
Steve and Suzanne Cathey,
Shaklee Supervisors who head
an independent Shaklee
business in Calloway County.
In their new position, the
Tidwells will be responsible
for planning and organizing
Shaklee sales meetings plus
developing and training their
own sales group. Based on
their sales performance, the
promotion recognizes leadership ability and offers new
benefits as defined in the
Shaklee Sales Plan.

Dixieland Cenler-Murray, 4.11111111111

The Perfect Christmas Gift• • •

is a fixed schedule of increases or decreases. Changes
are allowed every three to five
years and are tied to an index
of average mortgage rates at
the time of renegotiation. The
maximum change under current federal regulations is half
a percentage point a year or 5
percentage points over the life
of the mortgage. The government has proposed doubling
the maximum allowable yearly change to 1 percentage
point.
SHARED APPRECIATION
MORTGAGE — The SAM —
Just proposad by the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board on a
national basis — creates a new
type of partnership between
borrower and lender. The
lender charges a lower-thanusual interest rate. In exchange, the borrower agrees
to give the lender up to 40 percent of the profits when the
house is sold. The exact interest rate and the size of the
lender's share of the profits
would depend on individual
mortgages.
GRADUATED PAYMENT
MORTGAGE — The GPM is
aimed at young families
whose income is expected to
rise. Monthly payments during the early years of the GPM
are much lower than they
would be with a conventional

Rising Interest Rates
Force Reconsideration
By RANDOLPH E.SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rising interest rates are forcing
many people to reconsider
buying homes. That situation
has led to proposals for new
kinds of mortgages, and the
government wants your opinion on them.
The Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, which regulates
savings and loan associations,
has set Dec. 1 as the deadline
for comments on "Shared Appreciation Mortgages."
With these mortgages, you
get a lower interest rate in
return for sharing part of the
profit with the lender_ when
you sell or refinance the
.house. .
Under most current Mortgage plans, you pay back the
principal of the loan plus interest based on the interest
rate that prevailed when the
loan was made. When the
house is sold, any
'is
yours.
But if you have a shared appreciation mortgage, yo_u pay
back the principal plus le•
—&interest than the prevailing rate
— say 9'2 percent instead of 13
percent. In return for the
lower interest rate, you give
the savings and loan part of
the profit when you sell the
house. This payment cannot
exceed 40 percent of the profit,
and if the value of the house
stays the same or goes down,
the savings and loan does not
get any extra payment.
The difference between the
two types of mortgages can be
substantial. For example, if
the interest rate were 13 percent, the monthly payment
would be $553 on a 30-year,
$50,000 mortgage. If the interest rate were 912 percent,
payments would dropto $4400
month.

mortgage. They rise gradually over a period of five to 10
years, then level off at an
amount higher than with a
conventional mortgage.
GRADUATED PAYMENT
ADJUSTABI.E MORTGAGE
— The GPAM would combine
the reneeotis ble lea lure of the

FIRM and the low, initial
payments of the GAM.
Payments would rise gradually for a period of up to 10
years. In addition, idterest
rate changes would be allowed
every three, four or fi vik. years
— depending on the terms of
the mortgage.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray, Ky.

Building a
strong business
is no accident.
So don'tlet an accident destroy it.
Your successful business could be wiped out in a
single day. How? By losing a large lawsuit not covered by your basic business insurance.
/Etna's Commercial Umbrella Policy is -the answer. It provides million dollar liability protection—
and more. And because Commercial Umbrella
coverage applies only when your existing Coverage
is exhausted, the cost is surprisingly low.
.
You can't prevent every loss, but you can prevent
the loss of your business. Give us a call. We'll
recommend the Umbrella coverage that s right
for you.

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think...
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Nev house?
Save 15%
on Allstate

Homeowners
Insurance.
If your house is less than two years old, you
may qualify for Allstate's"15% New House
Discount7*
Homes two through five years old also may
qualify for a discount ranging from 5 to 10
percent, depending on their age.
Give me a call and get in on the sayings.

Ali

see or Phone
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley
ibu're in good hands.
Tom Scruggs
Mike Outland
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Murray Insurance Agency
Bel-Alr Center

753-0751
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Certified Public Accountants are
professionals authorized by law to per
form the full range of accounting services For help in increasing your
profitability consult Michael H
CPA Certified Public Accountants per
form the full range of accounting ser
vices

CPA
' More than a title, it's a profession

Michael IL Keller
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Social Security Says
Increase Is Scheduled

Itchingliam Rap, ILO.

Financial structuring and short and long
range planning are lust a few of many
services performed by Certified Public
Accountants(CPAs)that can prove
profitable whether you are a one man
operation. partnership, or corporation In
the process of auditing.CPAs scrutinize
your internal control systems, cash flow.
depreciation of assets, securities, inventory valuations, contracts, leases, in
surance, fax reserves, and related information concerning your financial
position and operating results

Cortifiad Public Accountant

and
undeveloped coal
reserves, and supervision and
further development of the
company's
computerized
•
marketing data base.
Major joined AMAX Coal in
1976, serving as manager,
market research, prior to this
WASHINGTON i AP) — The
promotion. Previously, he was
associated -with Battelle Col—Social Security Admiaistraumbus Laboratories as a lion says an increase is
senior fuels and energy Scheduled for Jan. 1 in the
amount
economist, and with the Il- maximum
linois Geological Survey as an beneficiaries can earn without
associate mineral economist. triggering a reduction in
In his new position with benefit payments.
Beneficiaries aged 65 to 71,
AMAX Coal, Maj6r will continue to report to William R. who now can earn $5,000, will
Wahl, vice
president, legally be able to make $5,500
without losing benefits. Those
marketing..
A native of Cincinnati, Ma- younger than 65 will have a
jor received an A.B. degree in $4,080 ceiling; the current ceilgeology from Princeton ing is $3,720. Beneficiaries 72
University, and an M.S. and older may continue to
degree in mineral economics earn any amount witheut
from the Pennsylvania State reducing their Social Security
University. He also has com- payments.
The Social Security Adpleted course work for a Ph.D.
in geography, with a minor in ministration also formally aneconomics, at the University nounced Monday that the
amount of income subject to
of Illinois.
.
Major and his -wife Jean taxes will increase from
$25,900 to $29,703 on Jan. 1,
reside in Indianapolis.

Personalized
•Ribbon Ties
'Accessory Boxes
in.the [aches dept. at...

How do others
make more profits?
Your CPA knows.

201 S 6th Street

By LOU ISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The traditional mortgage —
with a fixed monthly payment
you can count on forever —
may be on the way to extinction.
The median price of new
homes is near $70,000, and the
high price has combined with
rising interest rates to send
sales plummeting.
To make it easier for people
to buy houses,the government
has given lenders greater
leeway to grant unconventional mortgages, and two
more variations are under
consideration.
The new types of mortgages
generally are designed to provide lower monthly payments
— temporarily at least. Over
the long run, however, buyers
pay more.
The rules governing the new
mortgages are complicated.
Here is a look at the alphabet
soup of available options:
VARIABLE RATE MORTGAGE — The VRM has an
interest rate that fluctuates
according to a federal index
that measures the amount
lenders have to pay for their
funds. Under existing federal
rules, the interest rate on a
VRM can be raised or lowered
once a year,any time after the
first year of the mortgage.
The maximum increase is half
a percentage point a year or
212 percentage points over the
life of the mortgage. There is
no maximum decrease.
Government regigators have
proposed raising the maximum allowable increase to 1
percentage point a year or 5
percentage points over the life
of the mortgage. They also
have proposed allowing interest rate adjustments every
six months.
RENEGOTIABLE RATE
MORTGAGE — The RRM or
"rollover mortgage" is
iimilar to the VRM, but there

753-8918

Bank of Murray
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England Fiat Poses
Challenge For MSU
In Final Exhibition
THE ENGLAND FIAT TEAM, which has a 4-5 record, including wins over Kentucky Wesleyan, Butler, Xavier and
Furman, during its tour of the United States, consists of
(left to right) John Stroeder, Mike Samson, Kevin Penny,
Ian Redford, Robin Halt Coach Bob Hope, Don Reid,
George Branch, Steve Assinder, Alan Hunt, Greg White,
Neville Hopkins. The Murray State-England game will
follow a game between the Lady Racers and UT-Martin at
6 p.m

Crum, Meyer Bring Highly Successful Records Into Season Opener
By MIKE STANTON
Associated Press Writer
SPRINGFIELD,
Mass.
(AP( — A funny thing happened to Denny Crum on his way
to basketball practice the
other day
Criun, coach of defending
NCAA champion Louisville,
tried to clamber over a wood
barrier Friday to watch his
Cardinals practice for today's
matchup with DePaul when a
security guard stopped him.
The guard shrugged his
shoulders when told who Crum
was and refused to let him
pass,forcing the coach to walk
around to the other side of the
court to get in
Meanwhile, in the next
room, Del'aul Coach Ray
Meyer grabbed a microphone,
peered across an empty ban-

quet hall and Joked, "When 1 that game will tell us what we
give a speech, everybody have to work on.
"Two years ago, UCLA
leaves."
It may seem like they don't bombed us by 18 points in an,
get any respect, but both early game," said Meyer,
coaches brought successful whose Blue Demons went on to
track records and highly upset the Bruins in the
regarded teams into' today's playoffs-en route to a berth in
season-opening Springfield the Final Four. '
Crum also downplayed the
showdown in the Hall of Fame
importance of today's
TipOff Classic.
The nationally televised meeting, even though DePaul,
game, which traditionally 26-2 last year, was ranked semarks the start of the national cond in The Associated Press
college basketball season, was preseason poll and Louisville,
seen by Crum and Meyer as an 33-3 last season, was rated
important early test, but not third in the nation.
"I don't believe in the Al
as a pass-fail situation.
-First games are for McGuire (former Marquette
mistakes," said Meyer, whose 'coach) philosophy that you
623 victories are tops among should never be •0-1, so you
the nation's active coaches. schedule patsies you can beat
-We can't base our . whole early in the season," Crum
season on the first game, but said. "My philosophy is to

schedule tough opponents so
your players will be able to
handle the tournament
pressure.
"It helped us win the ehampionship last year, and it helps
you be the best team when it
counts." •
But being the best team
when it counted last year, in
the championship game
against UCLA, might be causing the Cardinals to get ahead
of themselves this year.
"A few times in preseason,
the players practiced like they
were reading their press clippings," Crum said. "That complacency thing is a hazard."
Louisville lost sensational
guard Darrell Griffith to
graduation, but the Cardinals
return their other four
starters and top reserves.

New Yankees Boss Succeeds Howser

Michael Believes It's Worth It
chance • to do , something in
By JOHN NELSON
New . York, and that's what
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK I API — Gene I'm after."
On Friday, Michael signed a
Michael, following in the
. footsteps of.so many,realizes multiyear contract to manage
the risk in working for New the Yankees, Steinbrenner
. York Yankees owner George said. The owner said certain
Steinbrenner, but he says it's parts of the contract still remained to be ironed out, and
worth it.
Michael became the fifth he refused to be specific about
- • field manager of the Yankees terms.
Howser:s resignation came
in five-years Friday, leaving
----hi•s-joh-ies-general mansgeme—after_sevetal_Liteeks of
take over for Dick Howser, speculation the manager was
being forced oul by Steinbrenwho resigned. .
ner. Steinbrenner was openly
Howser's reSignation • was critical of Howser after the
announced- at an, afternoon
American League playoffs,
news luncheon in Steinbren- which the Yankees lost in
ner's office at Yankee three games to Kansas City.
Stadium, less than a day after
He was particularly critical
the manager made his deci- of Howser when he stood
sion to go into private business behind third base coach Mike
,in his hometown of Ferraro, who drew fire for
Tallahassee, Fla.
allowing the potential tying
-I know there is some risk. I run to be thtown out at the
know there is some gamble," plate in the second game of the
Michael said, "but it's a
AL sei ies.

"I enjoyed managing, but return. He made the decithis other thing popped up," sion...if you only knew the deal
Howser said. "I couldn't do he got. It's an unbelievable
both. I was almost late getting deal. I've been through every
in as it was.I pushed for 10 or facet of it with him."
Still, Howser twice refused
20 days to get in."
Howse;said he could not get to comment on questions:
specific about his new job when asked point blank if he
"because there are other peo- resigned or was fired, and
if he was unable to
ple involved," but he did con- when asked
firm it was in the area of real accept conditions placed upon
estate development. HoWlier his return.
"If it didn't work out, maybe
also will stay on with the
Yankees as supervisor of it was my fault. I don't know,"
said Steinbrenner, denying he
scouting in the Sputheast.
,had laid down any conditions
Howser ,aid a business for Howser. I"But with what
group.approached him after he's got now, he'll lobk back in
the season,' and he met with five years and wonder,why he
them and with Steinbrenner ever wanted to coach.
several times, mulling over
"Dick and I had our difhis decision until the right of- ferences. I won't hide that,"
fer was made.
Steinbrenner said, "but
"As of right now, I'm anyone that works with me
perfectly happy with what I has differencest with me:
got," Howser said. • .
That's just me."
Steinbrenner added: "The . .41 answer ,to a question.
door was open 'to . Dick to Steinbrenner replied:. "Yes,
Dick could still be manager of
the Yankees if he wanted."
Steinbrenner said he would
Are you a descendent of a monkey or other ape-like creature that lived millions of yea,s
not hire a new general
ago? Did your great, great, great, great, great, great, great, greatgrandfather swing
manager to replace Michael.
Instead, executive vice presithrough some trees on some remote island a few million years ago? Can you trace your
dent Cedric Tallis and Bill
"roots" back to some primordial slime that evolved, by chance and environmental action,
Bergesch, vice president for
into the human being you are today?
baseball 'operations, would
We see television specials and read textbooks on the "history of man" which show us, in
handle Michael's front office
living color, an amorphous mass which, through millions of years of evolution, turned into
duties.
the man of today. We see mankind move from the swamp on all fours, slowly straighten up,
Steinbrenner said he would
shed his tail, grow hair, and learn to move and think. We see "mankind's history" almost
supplement his front office by
daily through such magazines as National Geographic,Time,Life,and many others.
hiring someone to fill the vaIs this really what happened? Are you the result of millions of billions of years of evolucant Yankees presidency,
tionary change? Are you the result of Spontaneous generation that took place a long, long
however. He said he had a
time ago—only to find its culmination in Homo sapiens(man!)of today?
candidate in mind, but he
Or, were you specially created by an almighty,all-knowing God "in His image?" Did God,
would not be specific.
as the bible indicates, create mankind "male and female"(Matthew 19:4)? Are we, as the
Asked if he wanted to hire
psalmist wrote,"fearfully and wonderfully made?"(Psalms 139:14).
Tal Smith, recently ousted as
What does the evidence say? It's not enough for someone to venture a mare opinion. What
general manager of the
good does that do? What we need here are evidences adequate to the situation. Are there
Houston Astros, Steinbrenner
any? INDEED THERE ARE!!
said: "It could be, but the wayThe fundamental law of all of biology is the Law of Biogenesis. This law (and by the way,
things are going in Houston,
there are no known exceptions to it!) states that all life comes from preceding life, and that
he could be back there." The
of its kind. As Dr. McNair Williams-Said some years ago in an Oxford University Medical
limited partners-of the Astros
have filed suit to oust general
publication: "Modern medicine and surgery are founded on the truth enunciated by
partner John McMullenAvho
Pasteur, that life preceeds only from life, and only from life of the same kind and type."
fired Smith.
Evolution postulates spontaneous generation—life arising from non-life. Yet all available
Howser left with tivo years
evidence proves,beyond the shadow of a doubt that spontaneous generation does not occur.
'to go on a three-year contract
Experiment after experiment has shown that only life can give rise to life. All the while we
reportedly worth $100,000 a
are asked to believe that somehow,sometime,somewhere spontaneous generation did ocyear. Steinbrenner said he
cur,and here we are as a result of it.
would honor the obligation and
Evolution postulates an ever-increasing upward trend in complexity. We are told that
added that a settlement
nature moves upward, from disorder to order, from the simple to the complex—and that
already had been worked out
this 45' how evolution has actually occurred.
between him and Howser.
Yet this iSin direct contradiction to one of the most basic, most fundamental laws of all of
Howser will get $35,000 a year
science—the Lautof Entropy. Thiskw (also known as the Second Law of Thermodynamics)
as a scouting supervisor, a
stated categorically that all systems move toward higher entropy. That is to say, all
source said.
systems go from order to disorder,from complex to simple. All things are becoming more
In the meantime, did
and more random, not structured. And eventually, if the universe lasts long enough, the
Howset, have any advice for
'earth will die a "heat death" because energy is becoming less available for use as times
Michael'?
goes by.
.",A strong stomach 'and a
The two greatest, most fundamental laws of science—slid organic evolution not only iggood contract," 'lower said,
nores, but breaks and contradicts both of them. Doesn't this bother you' It should, because
smiling. "Sure, there's going
it is true-.--and impossible! These laws are without known exception, yet we are being asked
to be pressure,The Yankees
are expected to win."
to believe that there are exceptions,and tremendous exceptions at that!
• .
And from his boss?
If you would like to take an in-depth 'Jolt at organic evolution versus special creation, we
"He's got the experience up
invite you to attend...the Third Annual Calloway County Lectureship, entitled SCIENCE
here and down there on the'
AND NATURE: TWO VOTES FOR GOD,being held November 28-30 at the meeting place of
. Steinbrenner- 'said.
the Green Plain Church of-Christ. The lectured will begin at 7:00 P.M. on friday, it 9!30 A.M.
t
-He's showed me he has what
on Saturday, and at 10:00 A.M. on Sunday. There is no charge whatsoever for the leche needs to make it with the
tureship. Everyone is invited. For additional information or transportation please phone
Yankees."
492-8206.

EVOLUTION OR SPECIAL CREATION?

Crum has Rodney McCray at
center, Derek Smith and
Wiley Brown at the forwards
and Jerry Eaves at guard.
Replacing Griffith is 6-foot-9

Scooter McCray.
Meyer's 39th season at
DePaul will be made easier by
the return of 6-7 All-American
forward Mark Aguirre, Who

passed up a chance to turn pro
last spring after averaging
26.8 points and being named
the country's Player of the
Year.
.

Joining Aguirre are
sophomores Terry Cummings
and Teddy Grubbs and guards
Clyde Bradshaw and Skip
Dillard,

Tilghman-Trinity To Meet In 4-A Final

Franklin-Simpson Explodes For 26-6 Win
By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Franklin-Simpson exploded
for 20 points in a span of seven
minutes in the third period to
posta 26-6 victory over Meade
County in Class AAA semifinal
play of the Kentucky high
school football playoffs Friday
night.
The triumph sends
Franklin-Simpson, the defending champion, against Conner next Friday at 7:30 p.m. at
Louisville's
Fairgrounds
Stadium for the Class AAA
championship.
Franklin -Simpson,
capitalizing on. two Meade
County fumbles and a blocked
punt in the scoring spree,
broke a 6-6 tie with 8:50 left in
the third quarter when Dewayne Young broke loose for a
52-yard touchdown run. Four
minutes later Dan Rafferty
scored from 7-yards out.
Franklin-Simpson's final
TD came with 1:36 remaining
in the third quarter on Scott
Pedigo's 1-yard run. Franklin-,
Simpson: 10-3 got ita other
touchdown late in the first half
when Rafferty bolted in from
the 3-yard line for the score.
Young finished 117 yards on
22 carries to lead all rushers.
Rafferty chipped in with 67
yards on 11 rushes.
Meade County, which crosed
its season with at 6-6,scored in
the first quarter on David
Wilson's 6-yard run. Kevin
McKelvey powered the Meade.
County attack with 74 yards on
16 carries.
Conner, 11-2, had little trouble in ousting Leslie County 4213. The loss ended • Leslie
County's season at 8-3.
Kerry ,Ryle provided the
spark for Conner with 132
yards on 14 carries and two
touchdowns.
In other semifinal action
Friday night Paducah
Tilghman and Louisville

Trinity posted victories in
Class AAAA, Fort Campbell
and Corbin were Class AA victors and Bellevue and
Russellville survived in Class
A games., Geoff Pope had touchdown
runs of 93 and 36 yards to
power No. 1 Paducah
Tilghman to a 20•20 victory
over -No. 3 Lexington Henry
day in the State AAAA title
game.
• Paducah Tilghman, 12-0, advances to .next Saturday's
Class AAAA title game
agains: Louisville Trinity,
which posted 4 7-0 win over
Louisville Butler in the Jefferson County AAAA final.
Paducah Tilghman and
Louisville Trinity play at 7:30
p.m. at Fairgrounds Stadium.
Pope, who rushed for 157
yards on 10 carries, broke the
game open' for the Tornado
when he went off right tackle
for a 36-yard TD run with 4:45
left in the game for a 27-14
lead.
Henry Clay, closing its
season at 101.., got _an_
outstanding performance
from Louis Phillips with 117
yards on 12 carries and two
touchdowns.
Louisville Trinity's Tim McConnell scored on a 1-yard run
with seven minutes remaining
in the game to lift the
Shamrocks over Louisville
Butler in the Jeffbrson County
AAAA championship game.
Fort Campbell, also seeking
consecutive titles in Class_AA,
whipped previously unbeaten
Bardstown 19-7. The Falcons
ran their perfect record to 12-0
while Bardstown finished with
a 12-1 worksheet.

maining Class AA spot in the Russellville to the championfinals. Corbin will take a 9-3 ship game.
record into next Friday's 3
Owen County's Curt
p.m. meeting with Fort Camp- Cochran, who rushed for 51
bell at Fairgrounds Stadium.
yards on 20 carries, had TD
Fred Rader and Benny runs of 9 and 3 yards. Thad
Lewis each romped'for two Covington tallied 65 yards on
touchdowns to spark the - the ground for Russellville.
Bellevue's Mike Sutkamp
Redhounds.
Pikeville, a finalist in 1979, rushed for four touchdowns in
the romp Over Paintsville. He
finished with a 10-2 record.
Russellville, 10-2, shocked finished the game with 298
No. 1 ranked Owen County 28- yards on 36 carries.
13 to reached the Class A final.
Russellville and Bellevue
Bellevue, 8-4, thumped Paint- tangle next Friday at 12:30
sville 46-21 in the other p.m. at Fairgrounds Stadium
semifinal clash.
for the Class A crown.
Owen County closed with a
Randy Smith slipped in for a
5-yard touchdown run with 9-2 record while Paintiville
1:58 left in the game to propel finished at 8-3.

C
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Kevin Extine completed
three of four passes for 140
yards to power Fort Campbell.
Corbin's Redhounds ripped
Pikeville 42-13 to fill the re-

Majestic
House
Is Presenting
Their New
Private Dining
Room
Make Your Party
Reservations Now

PORTRAITS TO BE DELIVERED
BEFORE CHRISTMAS

BONUS
GIFT

FREE

Specials

Pork Chops
$315

R-111 la
11-11X7
IC WALLETS

with
salad bar
and potato

WITH PACKAGE
1 -5 7
5 'WALLETS
COMMIT!1.1484,04 ,-IIS gal

REGAL
wIth
'clad bar
ond potato

boi Ground Round
$295
Homemade Chili $1°°
Try our delicious pizza too!
Call In-739-1114

Majestic House
Steak.Pizza

STUDIOS

MS: MON., TUES., & WED.
DATES: NOV. 24, 25, & 26
HOURS: 11-7
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

SPECIAL
Monday Only
CHILDREN 24 MoNTHS /1 UNDER
NO DEPOSIT WHEN PHOTOGRAPHED'
$1095 ON DELIVERY

N 12th Olympic Plaza

BEST COPY AVAII
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Jabbar Takes Matters Into Own Hands

8c Times

LETTER WINNERS — Front row (left to right) David
Denham, Keith Houston, David Hopkins, Greg Cain, David
Story, Ken Murphy; second row, Gary Utley, Doug
Henry, Craig Crawford, Robin Roberts, Bruce Taylor,
Shay
Guthrie, Jeff Chadwick, Tripp Purdom, Greg Schanbacker;
third row, Bill Shelton, Chris Priddy, Mike Gough, Wayne
Jackson, Doug Tuff, Brat Puckett, Steve McDougal, Jerry
Spann, Kenny Denham, Robbie Wilburn; fourth row, David
Heathcott, Jeff Cartwright, John Purdom,Scotty Orr, Stephon Reed,
Tim Foster, Albert Ball, Greg Morton, Tony Herndon, Eddie Requarth.

ener
ining
Aguirre are
romores Terry Cummings
Teddy Grubbs and guards
le Bradshaw and Skip
ird.

Carter Studio Photo

Murray High
Recognizes
Football Team

i-6 Win

sellville to the championgame.
wen County's Curt
hran, who rushed for 51
Is on 20 carries, had TD
; of 9 and 3 yards. Thad
ington tallied 65 yards on
ground for Russellville.
ellevue's Mike Sutkamp
led for four touchdowns in
romp over Paintsville. He
;fled the game with 298
is on 36 carries.
ussellville and Bellevue
;le next Friday at 12:30
i. at Fairgrounds Stadium
the Class A crown.
wen County closed with a
record while Paintsville
shed at 8-3.
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QUEST SPEAKER FRANK BLAMER, the Murray State
defensive coordinator talks about the importance of
emotion in keeping a football team sharp through the
course of a season.

By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar took
things into his own huge hands
Friday night as the Los
Angeles Linters evened the
score with the Phoenix Suns.
Abdul-Jabbar scored 29
points and, perhaps more important, pulled down 20 rebounds to spark the Lakers to
a 116-88 National Basketball
Association romp over the
Suns just 24 hours after
Phoenix handed I,os Angeles a
heart-breaking 102-99 loss.
In other NBA action Friday
night, Chicago beat New York
130-121; Philadelphia topped
Indiana 97-88; Boston stopped
Golden State
108-106;
Washington ran past San
Diego 102-90; Houston ripped
New Jersey 116-108; Seattle
toppled Dallas 101-91, and
Denver pounded Kansas City
134-121.
The defeat -was only the
fourth of the season for the
Suns and the most one-sided
victory ever by a Los Angeles
team over Phoenix.
Los Angeles took command
of the game by scoring 12 of
the final 17 points of the first
half and 13 of the first 21 points
in the second half, stretching a
44-43 LA lead to 69-56.
The loss cut the Suns' lead

over the takers in the NBA's
Pacific. Division to 1 ia games.
Bulls 130, Knicks 121
Artis Gilmore scored four of
his 29 points and Ricky Sobers
added six more in the final 90
seconds to help the Bulls avoid
blowing a game in which they
led by as much as 20 points,
104-84, late in the third
quarter.
The Knicks got a season
high of 36 points from Ray
Williams, while teammate Bill
Cartwright scored 32, including 11 of 11 shots from the
field in the second half.
Chicago's Larry Kenon contributed 24 points.
76ers 97, Pacers 88
The 76ers overcame a 14-2
deficit at the outset to pick up
their fifth straight victory and
17th in their last 18 outings.
Darryl Dawkins scored 23
points and Julius Erving added 18 for Philadelphia, while
George Johnson topped Indiana with 19.
Celtics 108, Warriors 106
Larry Bird's 27 points
helped the Celtics rebound
from a 19-point deficit and go
on to gain a narrow victory.
Boston trailed 81-70 with
1:52 remaining in the third
quarter, but came roaring
back as center Robert
Parish's five points keyed a

14-0 spurt that sent the Celtics
ahead 84-81 with 9:17 left in the
game.
Two jumpers by Bird helped
keep Boston in front 106-101
with a minute remaining and,
after a Warrior basket, Chris
Ford's driving hook iced the
game for Boston, now 13-5.
The Warriors, 12-8, received
a game-high 32-point performance from Lloyd Free.
Rockets 119, Nets 108
Moses Malone pumped in 33
points to pace the Rockets, but
it was Mike Dunleavy who
sparked a fourth-period surge
when he scored nine consecutive points.
The lead changed hands six
times in the second half until
Dunleavy's one-man drive
tied it again at 101-101 in the
final quarter. The Rockets
then pulled away and
Dunleavy added two more
points, giving him 11 for the
night.
Bullets 102, Clippers 90
Elvin Hayes and Kevin
Grevey each popped in 21
points to help the Bullets to the
victory over the slumping
Clippers. Hayes also grabbed
10 rebounds and blocked seven
shots to help deal San Diego its
seventh straight setback.
San Diego made only 12 of
its first 50 shots and 25 of 85

through three quarters while
falling behind 75-62. Hayes
had 11 points in the third
period.
Supersonics 101, Mays 91
James Bailey scored 22
points and Jack Siknui tut 20 to
pace Seattle past the
tenacious Mavericks.
Geoff Huston led the Mays
with 20 points, with Abdul
Jeelani contributing 16 points,
most of them at the end of the
third quarter and in the fourth
quarter when Dallas was battling back.
Dallas rallied to pull to
within two points at 91-89 with
2:43 to play, but Freddie
Brown hit from outside, Sikma
hit on a jumper and Salley added a stuff on a fast break to
start a streak of 10 straight
points to put it away.
Nuggets 134, Kings 121
John Roche threw in a:
season-high 30 points and
rookie Cedric Hordges contributed career highs of 21
points and 15 rebounds in
Denver's victory, which ended
an eight-game losing streak.
The Kings, who ended a sixgame trip having played a
league-high 14 road games,
had not lost to Denver since
Jan.2,1969, and had beaten the
Nuggets five straight times in
Denver.

New from RCA!
SelectaVision 650
NO OTHER VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
GIVES YOU MORE

Staff Photo By David Hibbitt,

'ES

You get 12-function remote control
with high-speed PICTURE SEARCH

fINCI COL
AWARD WINNERS— (Left to right) Robins Roberts (All-WKC), Mike Gough (Outstanding Defensive Back, AllWKC), Bruce Taylor (Outstanding Offensive Lineman), Tim Foster (Outstanding Offensive Back), Greg Morton
(Senior Excellency), Jeff Chadwick (Outstanding Defensive Lineman), Chris Priddy (Appreciation For Service As
Manager And Statistician).
Carter Studio Photo
th.

The Heat Pump
TwoStep

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
BOLOGNA, Italy API — Sweden's
Bjorn Borg was withdrew from the
$75,000 Italian International Indoor
Tournament because of a respiratory
causing breathing difficulty.
On his doctor's orders. Borg canceled
exhibition games in Strasbourg, Grenoble and Milan and an appearance at a
party in Milan.
On the court, Richard Meyer downed
Sweden's Jan Norback 7-6, 7-5; and

1ELIVERED
TMAS

Transactions

WED.
26

I

Call your local power distributor and ask about the
Heat Pump Financing Plan. It is a plan that offers
low-interest loans to qualifying consumers for buying and
installing an electric heat pump

2
G CENTER
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Then, call us. We will
expertly install your
new heat pump system au
cording to the programs
specifications.

HEAT PUMP
FINANCING
PLAN

Murray
Electric System
753-5312

401011w.
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By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX - Recalled
Rod Allen, outfielder, from Iowa of the
American Association Assigned Mark
F:sscr, pitcher, to Iowa.
NEW YORK YANKEES - Announced
the resignation of Dick Howse r,
Manager. Named Gene Michael
manager.
BASKETBALL
Notional Basketball Association
NEW JERSEY NETS
Activated
Maurice I was,forward
FOOTBALL
National Football league
11ETROIT LIONS Activated Luther
Bradley. defensive back Waived Prentice WV:qr.defensive back.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
Placed Mnl Lansford, defensive end, on the
injured reserve lot Activated Doug
McDougald, defensive end
NEW YORK JETS
Waived Shafer
Suggs, safely. Moved Barrett Paige,
running back, from the injured reserve
tot to the waiver list.
ST LOUIS ('ARI)INA1S
Activated
Ken Greene,safety Waived Tom Ranks,
offensive linernar
COLLEGE
NIt1101.1S STATE Named William
Jackson head football
"Sonny'.
H.
coach.
NORTHEASTERN
Announced the
resignation of Robert "Ho- Lyon.s.'head
football coach

Italy's Paolo Bertolucci downed Jeff
Borowiak 7-5, 4-6, 6-3 Tomas Bond of
Czeckoslovakia gained the semifinals
oecause of Borg's illness.
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates 1AP,
- Romanian the Nastase dropped a
match to Stan Smith 7-6, 2-6, 6-2, but slipped into the semifinals of the roundrobin $6130.000 Gulden Tennis Tournament on a better sets average than his
competitors.
In other matches, Yannick Noah of
France topped Marty Riessen 6-3. 4-6, 63, Victor Amaya beat Jose Higueras of
Spain 6-4, 6-4, and Bob Lutz defeated
Tim Gullikson 4-6, 6-1,6-2.
BUENOS AIRF:S API - Uruguayan
Jose Damiani advanced to the
semifinals of the Republic of Argentina
Open by beating third-seeded Hans
Gildemeister of Chile 7-5. 6-4

Prep Scores
By The Associated Press
Friday Games
Boy,
Clay Co 70, Fk-rea 51
Gan110 73, Monticello Si .
Jack. City 66, Powell Co 52
I exington lath 68, Rich Model 49
Millersburg Military 70. W Anderson
52
Pendleton Co 74. IWming 58
Walton-Verona 73, Williamstown 27
Washington CO 66, Spencer Co 52
Websti•r Co 39, Bremen 52
Williamsburg 65. Rockcant le Co h4
Jenny Wiley Tourney
First Round
Betsy Layne 53. Belfry 48
Mcl)owell 65. Allen Cent 57
Magoffin l'o 69, Wheelwright 65 SF
McDowell 41. Betsy layne 39 Girls
laurel('0 Tip-011 Tourney
Clark Co 58. Wayne Co 47MuMenberg ('en 46. I ewisburg 45
South Hopkins Invitational
AI NerionvIlle
Caldwell Co 49, Providence 30 3rd
Laurel Co Tip-4111 Tourney
All'..'.
Clark Co 58, Wayne(0 47
Pulaski l'o Si. Knox Cent 39

Lets you review recorded material in a fraction of the normal time so
you can find exactly the segment you want

PLUS
Slow motion. Slide control varies slow motion from 1/4 to 1/30 normal speed
Stop action. Freezes the action so you can examine details easily missed in a moving
picture
Double speed. Scans through taped material in half the regular time
Single frame advance. Moves the image one frame at a time until you find the one you want
Channel change. Lets you change channels by remote control—during normal viewing as
well as when recording—even on a manually tuned TV
Pause/Still. Lets you stop and start the tape at the touch of a button
Plus Rewind, Fast Forward, Play and Record by remote control

MANY OTHER ADVANCED FEATURES TOO
-hour recording time on a single cassette. This
means fewer interruptions and no missed
programming when you're recording automatically
14-day electronic programmer. Can be preset to
turn itself on and off and change channels up to
eight different times—over a 14-day period You can
be away on vacation for two full weeks without
missing your TV favorites

1

Electronic touch-button tuning. Can be programmed
for any 14 VHF and UHF channels in any sequence
Tape counter with memory switch. Set the counter
to zero before you record and tape will stop at that
point automatically when you rewind

Other features: automatic rewind, automatic TVNCR
switching, audio dub, direct-drive headwheel

Come in for a demonstration

753-17
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Bud Raspberry, hazel, took this 10 point, 185 pound buck
while bowhunting in LBL Raspberry was on a ten day camping trip with members of the Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
Society

•
Rick McGee took these two geese while on a hunting trip
in Ballard Co.
Photo Courtesy Big Mac's

Kim Grogan was hunting in the Faxon area when he
bagged this six point'buck.
Photo Courtesy Big Macs

1 )1

1973 Chevrolet Impala Coupe -- power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning.isflef t799

Greg Mansfield, Murray, took this nine point, 183 pounder, Tuesday, while hunting in area 10 in the LBL..
IL_

•

1973 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, Black, power steering
power Makes,air conditioning.154W:31399.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That

Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts

753-2617

641 South
Don Johnson, left, and Charles Reed stand by part of the
quail they took while on a two day hunting trip to III., Nov.
8,9.

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
V.:72E13 900 Sycamore
753-5142

Featuring
Turkey & Dressing
Everyday Through
November
South 12th Street

Al's
Home Improvement

RESTAURANT
Murray, Kentucky

753-4111

SIDING

Quality Workmanship and Materials
Vinyl and Aluminum
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - Kitchens - Rec Rooms
"We cover not only siding - but windows, door casings I.
Overhangs."
Rt. 5 Box 2059

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

Murray

How many stories have I
started with dawn? There
have . been dawns over
Canada's grainfields and Kentucky Lake. Dawns over
pristine Alaskan mountains
and soggy Mississippi and
Ohio River bottoms. Dawn is
the sportsman's time, a brief
span of the minute hand when
the new day matches with the
anticipation and excitement of
impending adventure. No two
dawns are ever quite the
seine.
And neither was this one.
Oh, I'd been here before, in
this very tree at dawn a year
ago. That day, like this one,
broke warm with a breeze.
The maple leaves rattled and
made hearing difficult. But it
was still new, a new day, a
new deer season.
I'd been here almost an
hour. I'd bolted my climbing
stand to the tree trunk the
previous afternoon. This morning I'd come in without a
flashlight and shinnied 15 feet
up the tree with a minimum of
noise. Somewhere around this
soybean field was a monarch
whitetail buck, and I hoped to
avoid spooking him.
Last year I'd scored on
opening day with a young 7pointer. L got him by stalking.
The next day my partner
climbed my tree - the one I
was in now - and shot a fat
spike buck. That deer had
sauntered, down the trail
which today I hoped would
yield my trophy.
I'd never seen the deer, but
I'd seen his sign. His track
matched that of a young steer.
When he rubbed his antlers, he
picked on arm-thick trees, not
the pencil saplings preferred
by younger bucks.
And others had seen him.
My partner blew a running
shot at him two years earlier.
My pattner's brother spotted
him with two lesser bucks in
September. The sharecropper
combining soybeans ran the
buck and six does out of -a
depression 300 yards from my
stand. This was only eight
days ago. They all agreed he
was the most magnificient
whitetail they'd ever seen.
And so I waited quietly,
without motion. Across my lap
lay my rifle. I was confident it
was accurate and up to the
task I hoped to assign it.
The woods opened to the
grey light. slowly, letting it
seep into the shadows and
work its way into the .cracks
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C. B. I.wli. deweed this 12-pelet beck ii. Todd County, Kentucky. Simile was one of
mere thee 4,300 successful heelers who tugged deer during the first portion of Kenlucky's epee deer heal.
trate, to keep still and watch venturing out of its burrow in
between trees and down the
for that subtle movement a dozer pile next to the field.
sunken road which was a mawhich could mean a buck slip- He ambled directly under in
jor stagecoach trail in the
ping to his bed.
stand, ancj 1 started to drop an
mid-1800's. I moved only my
Two owls swooshed silently acorn on him. But no, I was
eyes, looking for something
through the trees and landed deer hunting, not playing with
out of place, a quick movein a tall oak down the slope. A 4 groundhog. He went on his
ment,a flick of a tail or an ear.
single cock quail came runn- way unaware of my intrusion.
I learned.a long time ago not
ing through the thicket,followAnother hour came and
to expect to see a whole deer.
ing the path the covey had went, and I'd had enough. I
They just appear unannounctaken before him. The ,kquir- seesawed back down the tree
ed and often up-close and not
rels and chipmunks continued trunk. This morning's hunt
where you expect them. '
to scratch and play and make was over,and the big buck and
A movement caught my atnoise.
his harem of does had failed to
tention to the left, and my
Another loud rustle in the show themselves. But there
heart jumped. But it was only
leaves behind me, too loud to would be other mornings,
a squirrel climbing down a
be a squirrel! I slid my finger most like this one which oftree trunk to_ rake the leaves
over my rifle's safety and fered no action but plenty
for an acorn. Deer woods are
started a slow turn, squinting entertainment. That's what
always full of squirrels.
out of the corners of my eyes. keeps deer hunters coming
This fellow was a big ,fox
More noise, then movement, back, that and the hope that
squirrel, with a thick orange
and I drew up in excitement. one of those mornings that
tail and a black face and white
nose. He jumped down off his But then I got a clear view of sound in the leaves might be
the noisemaker, and my body something other than grountree, ambled along the ground
in my direction, and climbed a relaxed. A fat groundhog was dhogs,quail or squirrels.
leaning log ten yards to my
front. My orange cap and vest
didn't fit into the forest colors,
and the squirrel stopped,
twisted around and started
waving his tail in anxious
curiosity.
Other squirrels appeared,
two greys chasing each other
and a second fox squirrel.
Where were these fellows
when I opened the August
squirrel season in these exact
woods?
A chipmunk left is log den
and started a search for
breakfast. He was quick,
scampering through the
leaves, stopping to scan his
surroundings, then continuing
on his way. How could
anything so small make so
Energy-efficient Economical Incomparable
LBL News
much noise? I tried to ignore
instead on
him
to
concentrate
The new Master's Choice wooctstove com••• .Closings
Facilities to be closed watching for my buck.
bines all the charm of a fireplace with
hour
passed,
and
the
A
half
Thanksgiving Day, November
superior woodburning technology
sunlight
beans
of
first
27, in Land Between The
limbs. It
Dual combustion chambers, patented hot
Lakes (LBL) include The penetrated the
air baffles and a unique three-position draft
Homeplace-1850, a living wasn't a cold morning, but
good in
control make the Master's Cho-ice over 80%
history farm in the southern direct sun always feels
•
portion of 1.131.; Center Sta- a tree stand.
efficient, while the fireplace is less then 10%
More noise, behind me.
tion,a natural resources interefficient
At
the
edge
Scratching,
peeps.
pretation facility located in
As an insert it makes your fireplace more
the 5,000-acre Environmental of the field I saw motion, a
efficient As a parlor stove, it makes the
Education Center; and the further .watching revealed a
from
fireplace' obsolete
-Golden Pond Visitors Center covey of quail emerging
near the central entrance of a honeysuckle thicket. I
as
they
passed
counted
them
1,BI.. These facilities will
}Caster's ChOic•...the flreplaci alternative.
in single file: 23 cocks and
reopen November 28.
For additional information, hens, a big family. I've shot
contact TVA-Land Between - many quail in my day, but toThe Lakes, Golden Pond, KY day these birds were my
42231, telephone (502) 924-5602. friends. They're always my
Meeting the Challenge
friends, even when I hunt
DEER HUNT
them. It's just that on some
RESULTS
days they're safer than on
A record 752 deer were
others.
taken in the first portion of the
An hour passed, and still I'd
LBL deer bowhunt October 8
seen no deet. I'd heard three
through November 4. There
quick shots on the farm
121 By-Pass
were 351 white-tailed deer and
bordering to the north, but
29 fallow deer taken out of the
753-6774
Murray,Ky.
notIody'in my party had fited.
Kentucky section, and 371
It was getting hard to concenwhite-tailed deer and 1 fallow
deer taken out of the TenEXCLUSIVE DEALERSHIP AVAILABLE IN YOUR AREA
nessee section. The second
portion of the bow season is
the
scheduled for December 13
through December 31.
GEORGETOWN
E
Out of the 36,939 hunters who
applied in July for .the quota
STOVE... wood burning efficiency
hunts, 14,881 were selected in
a computer drawing. The
Check These Standard Features:
quota hunts are scheduled for:
November 14 for a- single
'Handcrafted Superior Quality
hunt; November 18 and 19, 25
*Front Mounted Variable Speed Fan
and 26, and 29 and 30 for 2-day
*Pyro Ceram lorningkr-I..cs Door
hunts; and November n and
•Free5t**.ding or bisect- • - •-•23 for a youth hunt and quota
•Brass, Copper,Chrome,
bowhunt.
Pewter Decorator Kits
For additional information,
Call Tql1 Free
*Patented "S Burn" Damper System
TVA-Land Bel*een
•Wooditandles, Cast Door
1-800-438-36950
The Lakes; Golden Pond, KY
Smai Investment Necessary
42231,telephone (502)924-5602,
extension 235.
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Fins at Feathers
Wade Bourns

Fishing line

JortYNamPiai
Last week I fished out of the
Kenlake area and saw some
nice bass and crappie taken.
Morris Camp is from
Mayfield, Kentucky and a
member of the Kentucky Lake
Bass Club. I meet Morris,
while he was fishing a club
tournament Saturday, and
talked with him about his success up to that point. He had
caught three very nice Ken-

lucky bass t the largest 'approx. three pounds) and lost
one that was at least four
pounds.
Like most fishermen, Morris was disgusted at losing the
bigene and so he slung his rod
around banging the lure on the
side of the boat.
I think that was his undoing
because he broke the only lure
that he could catch fish on.

lowlin was one of
portion of Ken-

out of its burrow in
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ed directly under my
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him. But no, I was
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Sans Rodgers, Murray, says It's not too cold to fish. Here
Is proof the crappie are biting. Rodgers brought in 60 nice
fish
Photo courtesy Murray Bolt Co.

New Ownership
759-1208
S. 12th ST.
Formerly Watson s Fish Market
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On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

31/. 29

Kenlake Marina
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Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
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Pholos By Mary Borrow

Area car dealers listed on this scroll were very g
in donating $25 each towards the purchase of a Browning
Automatic shotgun which was auctioned at the banquet.

Dan Miller, left, donated his time and services auctioning
all items at the D. U. Banquet. Dan Gardner, center, helped
Miller with auction items while Mike Mclemore donates one
of his hand made calls to be auctioned.

Airport Spends $180,000
To Keep Deer Off Runways

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin

D.U. Banquet A Success
To: Fellow Sportsmen and DU
Supporters
At this time I would like to
announce that our recent
Ducks Unlimited Banquet was
a complete success, having
grossed nearly $16,000.00. This
success can be attributed to
the fact that we had many people Working diligently
together for a common purpose. This being the conservation of wetlands and living habitats for our waterfowl
and other wildlife.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the merchants and businessmen of
Murray and Calloway County,
West Kentucky,and West Tennessee for their generous contributions of money, merchandise, time, and personal advice which all added to the
tremendous success which our
organization enjoyed during
the 1980 Ducks Unlimited
Sportsman's Banquet. These
unselfish supporters are
--largely responsible for the
most successful year which
Ducks Unlimited has ever etc
perienced in West Kentucky.
My thanks also goes to our
auctioneer, Dan Miller, who so
gratiously donated his time
and ability to our cause.
Thanks to: Jennie Gordon and
Marietta O'Bryan for their efforts at displaying the auction
items and their help in
recognizing the bids. Thanks
to: Mike Johnson, Tom Harpc. Maxwell, Jerry Starks,
and Ronnie Babb for their
special service during the
evening. Thanks to: Don and
Brenda Gilbert, Cathey, Robbie, and Omer of the Triangle
Inn for the excellent meal
which was served. Thanks to:
Mary Barrow for her continuous support of Ducks
Unlimited and the conservation of outdoor sports in
our area. Thanks to: Paul
Black Taxidermy for his
waterfowl display. Thanks to:
Our special guests, Mike
Mcl,emore, David Hale.
Harold Knight, Louis Igert III,
Sol Fritz, and Vernon Anderson. Thanks to: The membership and their families for
their participation and sup-

Meet The 1980-81

Basketball Tigers •
Monday, Nov. 24
At The

Murray High School

Basketball
Tip-Off
Chili Supper
7:00 P.M. at MHS
Cafeteria

Tickets S2.00
At The Door

4:11W

Prices Good 1 1-20 thru 11-26
0
0

Panorama Shores
DON McCLURE

9
9

Chace of 1 With
S11 50 Order
Bonus Special
Both With
52500 Order
All 3 With
535 00 Order

Kentucky Lake

GRAYSON hicCUIRE

lake 91 fast out of Murray for 2 In:les Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 milfs pot' Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop .nto Panoramdond follow blacktop to your right

Telephone,502-4364483
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Big Mac's Discount
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Hw.641 South

Rushing, Joe Wayne Thweat,
Junior Pittman, and Earl
Ferguson.
'My most sincere thanks and
appreciation goes out to each
and everyone of you for your
help in making this event a
success. May you have a ban_per year in the held
Dan H.Gardner,
1979-1980.Chairman-,.
Murray-Calloway Co.
Ducks Unlimited '

Harold Knight. left. David Hale. Center. and Mike
Mclemore team together to give a demonstration In goose
calling.

0

VIC-hosCICSIS•

150

port. Special thanks to John
Kruzan, National Representative for Kentucky and Tennessee DU,for his attendance
and support. Last, but by no
means least, my sincere
thanks goes to the members of
my committee, Charlie
McKenney, Gene Starks, Tom
Rushing, Neal Thompson,
Keith Covey, Hugh, Massey,
Joe Ferrlich, 'Rick McGee,
Brent Hatcher, Charles

4

0

iy, Ky.

Eric Grogan, right, 10 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Grogan, Murray, was the winner of the single shot shotgun given away at the Ducks Unlimited Banquet held Saturday.
November 15 P
ling the shotgun is Charlie McKenney

Darnell Marine Sales
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Morris bought another lure
that was similar to the one he
broke but, when I saw him
last, it wasn't running true or
with the same action.
I don't know who won that
day but I ani sure Morris was
in the money someplace.
Morris was very nice and
cooperative in giving information as to what type of bank or
structure he was finding bass
on.
According to him the small
rock, straight bank, with five
to six feet of water was the
best for him. He was using a
bass colored Balsa El, deep
diver and retrieving it slowly. ,
I fished with Mr. Ralph
Piper and Gene Girard from
St. Louis, Mo.
We worked a lot of straight
banks, tree tops, stumps and
brush piles but all we could
come up with was big crappie
and drum.
The wind was from the north
and we were limited as to the
areas to fish and not enough
warm clothing. Ralph and
Gene didn't expect the cold so
soon and got a little chilled.
We also worked the rip-rap
at Eggners Ferry Bridge but
drew a blank there.
I talked with J.W. Witham at
the marina about a trip he and
a buddy had made earlier.
They had caught fifteen or
twenty crappie on minnows
around ten feet deep but culled
them down to seven keepers.
J.W. said the crappie were
on drop-offs near the main
river channel and not back in
the bays like they were
earlier.
The lake elevation is still
dropping and the water
temperature is in the 50's. We
will still have some good days
so stay ready!
Happy Fishing!

Zsdar
Apir

PITTSBURGH I AP) — AirThey've committed $180,000
port authorities, fed up with to construct 27,000 feet of
having airplanes run into fence around the airport's
wandering deer at Greater 11,000 acre reservation, but if
Pittsburgh International Air- that doesn't work they're talkport, may turn to the King of ing about spreading lion
Beasts for a solution.
manure near the runways.
The theory is that deer will
be repelled by the scent of a
predator, said David L.
Donahoe, director of the
Allegheny County Aviation
Department.
But Highland Park Zoo
Director Howard Hays thinks
the only thing lion droppings
will de is get the deer's hooves
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
dirty.
and
"In our past experiences it
hasn't worked. But they're
certainly welcome to all we
Specializing in servicing tires 8 4 W.D. Vehicles
have," he said.
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
Donahoe said animals on the
runways have always been a
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th
7534779
problem because of the airport's rural location. In the
past three weeks, two landing
airplanes hit deer,although no
serious damage or injuries
were reported.
The aviation director says
OLJ71510•41405
the lion manure idea is only
one option. Cutting down trees
around the airfield is another,
he said.
In any case, Hays isn't sure
Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071
the zoo's 30 big cats would be
up to the task of supplying the
Highway 94 East
airport's needs, since they
leave only 30 to 50 pounds of
NEW OWNER: Gary bared
droppings a day.
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
"I think you'd need carload
after carload at the airport,"
he said.
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Investigation Continues Into
Discovery Of Wrecked Plane
CORBIN, Ky Al'} — An investigation continued today
into the discovery of a wrecked aircraft near here.
A Civil Air Patrol pilot,

11117177111,
J. B. Richardson
Dies Friday
J.B. Richardson, 85, Aurora,
died Friday in Hopkinsville.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. L.L. (Betty
Schwa'', Harbor, N.Y.; and
two sons, Bethel, Route 7, and
Henry, Aurora.
Friends may call after 4
p.m. today at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
funeral will be in the J.H.
Churchill chapel at 2 p.m. Sunday. Burial will be in the
Memorial Gardens.

tracking the signal from a
missing plane's electroniclocating transmitter, spotted
the wreckage of the craft Friday in a wooded area west of
Corbin.
When ground crews reached
the site, they found the bodies
of Randy Smith, 25, and Ed
ward Meadows, 33, both of
Batavia,Ohio.
There was no indication
when the crash occurred. Officials said the landing gear
was down but found nothing to
indicate the pilot had attempted to set down in the field
near Kentucky.727 in Whitley
County.
The unidentified CAP pilot',
flying out of Tennessee, picked up the signal from the
downed aircraft's electroniclocating transmitter.
The single-engine, four-seat
Cherokee Warrior Piper had
been missing on a flight from

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

7-7

5 Fruit cake
ACROSS
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
1 Stinging
6 Southern
insect
blackbird
TREED
S A TED
5 Siamese
7 Roundabout
MUM MUM
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native
0 COULIOU0 U
8 Appointment 9 Appellation
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13 Girl's name
10 Afrikaans
UUU QUO 000
14 Verve
11 Goals
MOUE U00120
15 Space
19 Scale note
GUI
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16 Free of
21 Pigeon
001000 OUUOU
17 Conduct
23 Threefold
MU UM UDO
18 Leave '
24 Dress border
A OU OUUUU 00
20 Paragons
25 Swiss canton
e0 0UUMOUU
22 Down Prefix 26 Fuel
UOUU0 ODOM
27 Publishers
23 Jog
At
N4
E DAN
24 Massive
.28 Bow
27 Forestalls
29 Couple
31 Time period 30 Weight of
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38 Intersection
32 Cost
India
43 Insect eggs
39 Three Sp
33 Be in debt
32 Malay canoe 40 Possess
44 Girl's name
34 Typo
35 Calls
,
41 Disturbance 45 Scorch
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36 Egg dish
42 Priest's vest- 48 Card game
37 Sharpen
1
2 3 4
5 6 7
8 9 le 11
38 Printer s measure
12
13
14
39 Gullet 15
16
17
42 Stadiums
46 Shower
18
19
20 21
47 Cloth measure
Imp 22
49 Boundary
PRI
50 Drunken cry
51 Steal
31
52 Sicilian vol34
1
1
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53 Deposits
IM37
54 Distress signal
PPP
55 Despot
47 /49 33
48
DOWN
- 1 Hospital area
so
51
52
2 Drug plant
Hatt
_53_____
M
ss
- 4 Hair ointment

0065 ALWAYS HAVE TO
DO THE HARD JOBS...
CATS NEVER GET SENT
OUT iN THE SNOW TO

CATS ARZ LUCKkt..,
CATS ARE NEVER SENT
OUT TO LOOK FOR PEOPLE!

Fort Pierce, Fla., to Batavia.
Officials said the plane had
been rented by the two men.
A CAP spokesman said the
plane had not been heard from
since Saturday. It stopped for
refueling in Valdosta, Ga.,and
was tracked on radar for some
30 miles north of Valdosta. No
flight plan had been filed by
the two men.
The search began Thursday
when the owners of the plane
reported it was overdue.

Rev. Stubbs Will
Speak To Methodists
The Rev. Jinuny E. Stubbs,
minister of evangelism at the
First United Methodist Church, will speak on "You and
Your House: Rejoice!" with
scripture from Deut. 26:1-11 at
the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services on Sunday, Nov. 23, at
the church.
Dr. Eula McCain will sing a
solo, "In thee Do I Put My
Trust," at both services. At
the later service the Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan, will sing the anthem,
"Praise and Thanksgiving."
Marie Taylor will be the guest
organist.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m., Covenant Prayer
Groups will meet at 5:30 p.m.,
and Thanksgiving Dinner wi'l
be at 6:30 p.m., all on Sunday

Miss Holmes Will
Be Singer At The
Elm Grove Church
Miss Ellie Kendall Holmes
will be the featured singer at
the 11 a.m, worship services
on Sunday, Nov. 23,at the Elm
Grove Baptist Church. Kerry
Vasseur is the music director
with Glenda Rowlett as
organist and Paula Kinsolving
as pianist.
The pastor, the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins, will bring the
message at both the 11 a.m.
and 6:15 p.m. worship services. The Youth Choir will
sing at the evening hour.
Sunday School with Donnie
Buchanan as director will be
at 10 a.m. and Church Training with Dwayne Fulkerson as
director will be at 5:30 p.m.
Deacons on call from the
church will be Eddie Clyde
Hale and Charles Henry.

SNOOPY!

FIND LOST PEOPLE...

...41,WeiN

„

THE ACES
"Men are in general so
tricky, so envious, and so
cruel, that when we find one
who is only weak, we are
happy."-- Voltaire.
In today's sporting game,
Eddie Kantar of Los Angeles played up to his weakness to trick the defense into
breaking a suit he couldn't
afford to lead himself. The
defense obliged, declarer
made his nine tricks, and
another pair of defenders
were left shaking their
heads.
West led the diamond six
and dummy's 10 held the
trick while East discarded a
low club. Declarer had to
develop at least one extra
spade trick, but it was far
from clear how best to play
that suit. So instead of
guessing, declarer played
"his clubs," hoping that the
defense - would shift to
spades.
At trick two, Kantar led a
low club from dummy and
West's jack captured South's
10. West couldn't lead
diamonds, again, he had
seen East's club deuce,
declarer had started the
club suit himself and
dummy's hearts were quite
imposing. So, what was left
but a shift to spades?
West obliged by leading
his spade queen and South
continued the charade by
ducking. West led another
spade and East's eight went
to South's 10. Another club
was led to dummy's nine
and East's queen and the
king of spades drove out
declarer's ace.

Locust Grove Church
Of Nazarene Will
Hear Rev. Wylie

IRA G CORN, JR

John Dale Will
Rev. Foster Will Speak
At Seventh
At Grace Baptist Services Speak
And Poplar Church

The Rev, Jackson Foster
Now declarer was ready, will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
move.
He
for his final
and 5:30 p.m. services on Suncashed three heart winners, day, Nov. 23, at the Grace
then
in
dummy
and
ending
Baptist Church, 617 South
cashed dummy's club ace.
Ninth Street, Murray, while
West
left
with
nothing
This
the pastor, the Rev, R. J. Burbut diamonds and a headpoe,is on vacation.
ache. A diamond was 'led
Lejand Peeler will direct the
from dummy to West's jack
choir as they sing "It Is No
NORTH
11-22-A
Secret" with Dwane Jones as
organist and Terry Downey as
•J 75
•K
pianist at the morning hour.
•10 97
The Youth Group and the
41. A 9 4
Children's Choir will sing at
the evening service.
WEST
EAST
•Q 6
•K 9 8 2
V 754
•K J 8 6 4
4K J 3

‘1,10 9 8 2
•- 4 Q 8 7 S2

SOUTH
•A 10 4 3
VAJ3
•A Q 3 2
410 6

Vulnerable - . North-South.
Dealer: South. The bidding
South
1 NT

West

North

Pass

3 NT

East
All pass

Opening lead Diamond six
and the forced diamond lead
into declarer's A-Q produced the ninth trick.
It may be easier to develop one's own suit, but it certainly is more fun to entice the opponents to do it for
you.
Bid with Corn

South holds

11-22-B

•Q 6
V 754

•K J 8 6 4
4K J 3
North
14

South
I•

ANSWER: One no trump.
No heart stopper, but this bid
has less wrong with it than a
preference to two clubs or a
rebid in diamonds.
_

First Baptist Church
To Hear Dr. Whittaker
he Cost of Discipleship"
with scripture from Acts 13:1
will be the sermon at the 10:45
a.m. service, and "A Drop-Out
and A Comeback" with scripture from Acts 13:13, 15:36-41
will be the sermon at the 7
p.m. service on Sunday, Nov.
23, at the First Baptist Church
by the pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker.
At the morning hour Mrs.
Margery Shown will sing a
solo, "-Must Jesus Bear the'
Cross Alone," and the Church
Choir will sing "Now Thank
We All Our God."
Karen Atkins and Joan
Bowker will sing a duet, "I
Love the Lord," and the Choir
will sing "America the
Beautiful" at the evening
hour.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will direct the music
with Joan Bowker as organist
and Allene Knight as pianist.
The Rev. • G. T. Moody,
associate pastor, and David
Parker, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
be at 6 p.m.

University Church
Of Christ Will
Hear Bruce Logue

Nursery workers will be
Gail Workman, Marie
Outland, Dean Downey, and
Sylvia Rickman. Don Hale
will be in charge of the bus
service.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m.

John Dale will speak on
"And be ye thankful.." with
scripture from Col. 3:12-15 at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m, services and on "Seek those
things which are above.." with
scripture from Col. 3:1-4 at the
6 p.m. services on Sunday,
Nov. 23, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Johnny Bohannon, Jim
Harding, Kelly Crouse, Jerry
Ainley, Steve Simmons, Sam
Parker, Danny Cleaver, Keith
The Rev. Marting Mattingly Farley, Paul Ragsdale, Max
will be the celebrant at the Farley, Greg Robeets, Jack
masses at 6:30 p.m. today and Ward, Garry Evans, Tommy
at 8 and 11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Carraway, Steve Steele, Emon Sunday, Nov. 23, at the St. manuel Manners, Jim Suitor,
Leo's Catholic Church.
and Larry Evans.
Religion classes for
Serving on the extension
preschool through adults will department will be Garry and
be Sunday at 9:30 a.m.
Larry Evans. Jeanna ThornWeekday masses will be at ton will be teen nursery helper
6:15 a.m. on Monday, 4:30 and Sandra Garland will be
p.m. on Tuesday and Wednes- special class helper.
day, 8:30 a.m. on Thursday,
Bible classes will be held at
and no mass on Friday.
9:45 a.m. on Sunday.

Rev. Mattingly
To Be Celebrant
For Masses

CLASSIFIEDADS!

'Results'

6. Help Wanted

2, Notice

NOTICE

—I
Effective
immediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENI COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes

for
753-3280.

-

Bible Facts roe tore for he
needy. 759-460a

Applications will be taken
Tuesday from 9-4 for full time
janitor and stock personnel.
Apply at Roses, Central Shopping Center, an equal opportunity employer.

SALES CAREER
Unusual prestige opportunity to outstanding applicants who
seek a professional
sales career. Associate
with
the
No.
1
organization in its field,
in the nation. Liberal
salary, commissions
and fringe benefits. Applicants must be ambitious and sales mMded. Selection will be
competitive and based
on personal interviews.
Send resume to Box
2870 Paducah, Ky.
42001

The Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene, located one
mile north of Kirksey off
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
God's Answer For
Highway 299, will hear the
Flox 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
Guilt - 753-4444 Bible
stamped
envelope
self-addressed,
with
Rev. Charles _Wylie of Win-,
Story - 759-4445.
for reply
Church
of
University
The
field, Kansas, speak at the
Christ will hear the minister,
revival services, to be held
Bruce Logue, speak on
from Tuesday, - Nov. 25,
"Thanksgiving" with scripthrough Sunday, Nov. 30.
If anyone saw the accident at
ture from Deut. 8:11-20 at the
'Services will be held at 7
Olive and 12th Stteets, Mon10:30 a.m, service and on
day, November 17th at 5:20
p.m. each evening and at the
Leaf raking. Call 753-9137 or
"Caveat Emptor" with scrippm. Please call 753-0485.
753-7490.
regular morning services on
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White, ture from II Cor. 2:14-17, 4:1-2
Sunday. Special singing will
Seeking immediate employminister of the Memorial Bap- at the 6 p.m. service on Sun-s.
' Hand tinting and oil re
be held at the services.
ment in -Murray area. Exwork is painted in our is
The pastor, the Rev. Robert tist Church, will speak on day,Nov. 23.
perienced in wholesale and
"Prayer"
with
scripture
from'
W.
H.
Brooks,
Ernie
Bailey,
studio.
Wasson, invites the public to
Come in and see 6,
retail sales. Proven perfor"James 4:3, 5:13-18 at the10710----Richard Smith, Jini-Lawson,
attend the services.
sonic samples.
mance. For further information
a.m, service, and on "Earthly Gary Taylor, Bobby Martin,
.
I
call 9-5. 753-6655.
and Heavenly Wisdom" with Tim Feltner, Kyle Wall, Todd
1 304 Maio
Will do sewing, alterations and
713 8203 '
scripture from James 3 at the Lawson, Chad Lewis, Jimmy
babysitting for 1 child between
7 p.m.service on Sunday, Nov. West, Roger Dimn, Ed
1-4. Call 753-0952.
FOR! Jo 23, at the church.
The Apple Tree School now has
Chrisman, Danny Nix, Terry
openings for 2 year old
Woman will do housework or
Milton Greshrnan, minister Smith, and Barry GI:organ will
0
children. A limited number of
care for elderly person or perof music, will direct the sanc- assist in the services.
openings are also available for
sons. Have references. 759tuary choir as they sing "0
Nursery supervisors will be
o
3-5 year old children.
1894.
God; • We • Pray For All
Taylor, Glenda
Mary
Transportation provided to and
Mankind" at the Morning
Will do babysitting in my home.
Newsome, Mildred Myers,
from
public
school
hour. Margaret Wilkins is
Have references. Call 153Lillian Gilbert, and Ann
kindergarten programs. For in5034.
organist and Michael Wilkins
Thompson.
formation about quality child
is pianist.
Bible classes will be held at
care, phone 753-9356 days,
Bob Perrin will serve as 9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
753-1566 nights, or visit the
Fantastic rates on 1974 or
deacon of the week. Eris
BOX
facility at 1503 Stadium View
newer mobilt; homes. See or
OFFICE
Carter, Mason Billington, and
Drive.
call Johnny Williams, your
Jon Mark Billington will be
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.
volunteer nursery workers.
#0
1 111rft 1101
Nmar
14.
ITS A
Church Teaching with
30
Ralph Bogard as director will
4
FACT
1965-66 Mustang convertible.
Dr. Donald Hughes, a local
be at 9:40 a.m., and Church
4517free 4411 Wropplits b
Little or no rust on frame. Body
physician in Murray, will adTraining with Glenn Hale as
...Amity At
any condition. 759-4509.
dress the First Presbyterian
director and Steve Hussung as
STARKS
oi
Tripod cab over camper lack.
Church on Sunday, Nov. 23, at
speaker will be at 6 p.m.
Call 753-2581.
HARDWARE
the 10:45 a.m, morning worUsed wood stove. Call 75312th & Poplar tio
ship service. Dr. Hughes will
0594 after 5 pm.
753.7
speak on the topic "Religious
**9
YOU HAVEN'T
Th(2.1
Aspects of Hypnosis," with
Want to buy: Used mobile
a IT
452 10
OT A CLUE,
scripture taken from Matthew
Utt.4412
home, any size_ 527-1362.
HAVE YOU'?
17:14-20 and John 3:16.
Want to buy: Bicycle exerciser.
The anthem "My God, I
Lost Passport. Reward offered!
Please call 753-0806 after 4
"It's time to Talk Turkey!"
Thank Thee" will be sung by
767-2986.
pm.
with scripture from Hebrew:
the choir and directed by
Lost: Gold ring (band), lost last
11:13-16 will be the subject of
WantedUsed IBM Selector
Guest Choir Director, Kathy
Thursday in town. Call 753the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
electric typewriter. Call 753Grisham. The organist will be
4723 or 436-5673. Reward!
David C. Roos at the 10:45
0601
Pam Dixon.
a.m. services on Sunday, Nov.
Lost Large blue gray, shaggy.
Church School for all ages
23, at the First Christian'Churpart Sheep dog. Answers ti
begins at 9:30a. m. The Jesse
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall
ch.
name Sparky. Call Troy Bogarc
Rogers Class and the Adult
pipe, 6"x30", $29.99; 8"x30",
474-8873 or Roy Bogard 474
The Chancel Choir, directed
Class will also meet at that
$29.99; installation kit, 6",
2265.
by Margaret Boone with Maxtime. Donna Story will lead
$29.99, 8". $41.99. Wallin
ine Clark as organist, will sing
Lost: 6 month old female Boxer
the Adult Class discussion.
Hardware, Paris.
WELL,THAT'S the anthem,"Prayer For The
brown,
black
face.
puppy,
light
Lynn Loberger will be the
Catfish fingerlings, will be
— THE KIND OF Earth," at the morning serSubdivision
Kingswood
Area
of
nursery attendant for both
available on or about December
. TEMPORARILY vice.
and Wiswell Road. Child's pet.
Church School and morning
1st. Call Murray Bait Co. to
Assisting in the worship
I HAD INF
Reward
offered!
753-2353.
worship.
place orders. Order before
hour will be Diane Stewart.
MIND
The Church Office will be
December 11th and 29th. 753Jim Stickler, Geae Landoll,
closed on Nov. 27 and 28 to
5693.
Dr. A. H. TitsWorth, Fred
observe the Thanksgiving
For sale: IBM correcting SelecWells, Dana Bullock, Billie
holiday.
Wonted
tnc II typewriter, 4 years old,
Burton, Marie Forrester, Jack
Part time truck driver
excellent condition, $600. Also
Gibbs, Leah Hart, George
to run Bob truck from 4
R,emington
26
electric
Landolt, Michael Robinson,
a.m. to 9 a.m. 3 to 4
typewriter, 8 years old, needs
Mrs. B. D. Hall, Mr. and Mrs.
days per week. Good
minor maintenance. $150. Call
Gene Landoll, and Max
The Bible Baptist Temple
pay retired person
753-4061.
Miller.
will begin their first Sunday
preferred. Send Resume
For sale Antique organ, crystal,
The flowers on the commaservices on Nov. 23, at the
to P.O. Box 787.
and potted plants. Call 153•nion table will be in memory
Woodmen of the World
3593.
of Greg Miller and Max
building, located at South
Miller, Jr., by Mrs. Greg
Third and Maple Streets, MurMiller and Max Miller,Sr. The
ray.
rosebud will be for Cassie
Evening servicirs •.'11 be
individual with proven management ability
Dianne McNutt, new daughter
held at 7 p.m. on Sunday with
-and adminin'ts.,i,e skills to plan, direct, and supervise
of Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
Bible study at 7 p.m. on
o University Student Center Food Service Operation.
McNutt.
Wednesday.
Involves ordering food and supplies, production,
Sunday School will be at 9:30
An invitation is extended to
sanitation, and employee training. A degree in Hotel 8
a.m
.
,Youth Groups will meet the public trttend,according
Restaurant Mongement or Dietetics preferred. Salary
it 5:30 .m., and Chancel
to a church spokesman. For
51 4,500 Respond in confidence to, Office of PerChoir and Organ Concert will ,further information persons
'sonnel Services, Murray State University. Equal Opbe at 6 p.m., followed by a
may call Jesse Dailey at 489portunity Employer.
reception, all on Sunday.
2373.

Dr. Jerre!! White
Will Speak At
Memorial Baptist

9. Situation Wanted

i

i CARTER STUDIO .

HOW EMBARRA55INGN
I FORGOT WHO I
WAS LOOKING

12. Insurance

SHE WASN'T
KIDDING

HI, LET'S
GO TO THE
ZOO

Dr. Donald Hughes
To Be Speaker For
Presbyterians

15.A

Glass f
folding
mesh 5
Fits op(
281/2".
$60 (w,
1378.

Leather
and al
and ha
leather
tack, I
and ma
247-39

New H
saw, 1
Call 75

Waggor
Used
coverall
3rd an
KY

ICH

Antique
Call 75:

Commo
$43.99.
Paris.

For sal
table,
2480 al

For sat
good c
6148.

Kelvinacubic fr
end cI
Coast ti

Ladies
South 9

Pedesta
nice;
13014'
large e
tion. Ca

Two set
beds. I
mattres
washer,
storm yi
Call 75.
West Mi

Used 1r
Sears el
Call 43(

17

Electroll
Tony Mc

firn

Disc h
seeders.
buy! Vii
4892.

For sali
same at
13' grai
or call
KY, 965

For sale
new, $2

The MI
feeling
variety.
registrat
tucky.
miles w(
tion KY
Sunday

23. Ex

Want To Buy

/

Ai

4.40)

etWiinaimFesivre
Svodicauyinc

1

I NAG YOU
TILL I'M BLUE
IN THE FACE
AND YOU KEEP
GETTING LATER
AND LATER!

WHAT'6
YOUR

40
th

Dr. Roos Gives
Sermon Topic For
First Christian

5. Lost and Found

Kell
&I

WM]

Approxir
and kind
753-924

Wood fc
green

15. Articles For Sale

HONEY Mgr' I BORROW $10
FROM vou TEMPORARILY?

Bible Baptists To
Hold First Service

MAN
DID NOT SEE
THE ROBBERS:
NOVV DO YOU
KNOW ONE WAS
YOUR BON,
THE OLD

KING LLION7O

I WAS IN THE BUSHES
SETTING MY RABBIT
SNARES „.

FOOD SERVICE MANAGER

BEST COPY AVM!
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lale Will
At Seventh
)plar Church
Ile will speak on
thankful.." with
rom Col. 3:12-15 at
nd 1040 a.m. seron "Seek those
lo are above.." with
rom Col. 3:1-4 at the
rvices on Sunday,
it the Seventh and
irch of Christ.
in the services will
y Bohannon, Jim
(elly Crouse, Jerry
eve Simmons, Sam
anny Cleaver, Keith
aul Ragsdale, Max
reg Roberts, Jack
rry Evans, Tommy
, Steve Steele, Emanners, Jim Stater,
Evans.
on the extension
it will be Garry and
ans. Jeanna Thornteen nursery helper
ra Garland will be
Iss helper.
asses will be held at
on Sunday.

ante
ns will be taken
om 9-4 for full time
id stock personnel
loses, Central Shopp, an equal opportuni-

LES CAREER

II prestige op.
tiny to outig applicants who
a professional
:areer. Associate
the No. 1
ration in its field,
nation. Liberal
, commissions
nge benefits. Aps must be amand sales minelection will be
titive and based
sonal interviews.
resume to Box
Paducah, Ky.

ition Wanted

lg. Call 153-9137 or

immediate employMurray area. En.
inwholesale and
les. Proven peyfixir further information
53-6655.
ewing, alterations and
tig for 1 child between
753-0952.
gill do housework or
elderly person or perlye references. 759-

abysitting in my home.
ferences Call 753-

;urance

rates on 1974 or
iobiltr homes. See or
inny Williams, your
ent. 753-0445.

nt To Buy

Mustang convertible.
io rust on frame. Body
hon. 759-4509

lb over camper lack.
2581.

ed stove. Call 753tr 5 pm.
buy. Used mobile
y size. 527-1362.

)uy: Bicycle exerciser.
all 753-0806 after 4

Used IBM Selector
typewriter. Call 753-

ides For Sale

, all fuel, triple wall
30", $29.99; 8"x30",
installation kit, 6",
$41.99. Wallin
, Paris.

fingerlings, will be
on or about December
Murray Bait Co. to
ders. Order before
'11th and 29th. 753-

IBM correcting Selec)ewriter, 4 years old,
condition, $600. Also
on
26 electric
, 8 years old, needs
intenance $150 Call

intique organ, crystal,
tcl plants Call 753-

IAGER

agement ability
, and supervise
vice Operation.
5, production,
ygree in Hotel &
.eferred. Salary
Office of Peroily. Equal Op.

22,1880

LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
15. Articles For Sale

24. Miscellaneous

Glass firescreent Brass, black,
folding thermal doors, and
mesh screen One season old
Fits opening 33" to 36"x26" to
281
/
2" Simple to install Only
$60 (was $150 new). Call 7591378. •
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
and alterations Also saddle
and harness repair We make
leather clothing, chaps, vests,
tack, belts, purses, billfolds,
and many other gift items Call
247-3934.
New Homelite electric chain
saw, 1 year guarantee. $57 50.
Call 753-0327

Fireplace inserts, automatic 20x30 Auto repair shop. gas
two speed blowers, see through heat Call 753-8119
glass doors. $499.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
MIal
Firewood. 18-24" seasoned,
Warehouse
mixed hardwoods, $25 per
Stereo* Space
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536.
For Rent
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18'''
753-4751
or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
489-2327.

Waggoners men's work clothes.
Used uniform 'shirts, pants,
coveralls, shop coats. Corner
3rd and Broadway, Paducah,
KY.

16. Home Furnishings

18 Foot enclosed truck bed
with sliding overhead door. Will
make excellent storage
building. $750. Call 753-8078.
Town & Country Yamaha.
Firewood, cut any length, mostly oak and hickory, $22.50
delivered. 753-8649, 4892492. or 753-0798.
King automatic wood heater,
brick lined, cast iron grates
and doors, lift off cook surface
top, model 88028, $259.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
Rolls fiberglass insulation, 31
/
2"
thick, 15" wide. 40' long, R11. $7.98 per roll. Gypsum wall
board, /
1
2"x4'x8', $3.95 per
sheet. Coast to Coast Hardware.
Two only, demonstrator
Homelite chain saws, 16" VI
Super II. under warranty,
$159.95. Coast to Coast Hardware.

Antique day bed. Best offer.
Call 753-6232.
Commodes, white, A grade,
Hardware,
$43.99. Wallin
Paris.
For sale: Antique round oak
table, 48", $325. Call 7532480 after 5 pm.
For sale: Kelvinator dryer, in
good condition, $100. 7536148.
less Services
25. Ia
Kelvinator refrigerator, 14
cubic foot, gold. one only. Year Beautiful ink portraits from any
end closeout price $419.95. photograph. All sizes. Only
$10.00! Call 753-2928 after 4
Coast to Coast Hardware.
pm.
Ladies walnut secretary. 803
South 9th St. Phone 7531811. 26. TV-Radio
Pedestal dinette set, extra Philco 19" color t.v. with
nice; dark gold carpet, stand, $125. Good condition.
13'x141
/
2', excellent condition; Call 435-4543.
large end table, good condiWanted: Person to take up paytion. Call 753-9293.
ment on 4 month old remote
Two sets of coil springs for twin control color t.v. Warranted. 1
beds. like new; 2 interspring & B Music, 753-7575.
mattresses; one Kenmore white
washer, 'good condition, one 27. Mobile Home Sales
storm window, used 2 months. For sale 1973, I2x65, fully
Call 153-5569 or see at 1105 furnished, washer and dryer.
West Main.
Call 354-6616 or 437-4537.
Used Whirlpool washer and 12x65 Furnished, washer,
Sears electric dryer, $30 each. dryer, air-conditioned, underCall 436-5610.
pinning, and storm straps.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service.
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.

19. Farm Equipment
Disc blades and 3 point
seeders See them before you
buy! Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.

Good condition. 474-2342.
1970 Mobile home, 12x60, 2
bedrooms, with new carpel
sliding glass doors and
porch,with underpinning and
allready tied down. partially
furnished, gas heat, washer, in
excellent condition. Call 7530480 or 431-4514 after 6 pm.
1977 Windsor 14x70, 2
bedroom, unfurnished, on
setup on two lots. Take over
payments of $187.00 per month. Call collect 615-645-2700,
evenings 615-645-5497.

30. Business Rental

43. Real Estate

1964 Chrysler for sale Call
/ Always wanted al 492-8379.
home with a little
I land? Let Wayne tell
1971 Monza 2 plus 2, one
owner, heat. air, and power
you about the two
brakes and steering, 4 cylinder
bedroom, aluminum
siding home on five / motor, 24-26 mpg. New motor
8.000 miles. $2800. 753-2581
acres that we have
listed. Garage plus
1973 Monte Carlo. 73.000
two outside storage
miles, best offer Must sell'
buildings. Approx759-1167
imately seven miles
1972 Plymouth Duster. slant 6,
from Murray. Office
2-door, new front seat Asking
753-1651 Home 753$900. Call 753-0193 after
5086.
4.30.

32. Aph.For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown. Call 753-4109.
Furnished apartment. Call 7535292.
For rent. Furnished spacious
apartment near MSU campus.
Call 753-8742.
Furnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th. 753-6609.
Two bedroom townhouse apartment. Carpet, refrigerator,
range, dishwasher, disposal,
washer, dryer hookup, central
heat and air. 753-7559 or 7531550.
Two bedroom duplex available
January 1st, furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-9400.

34. Houses For Rent
Basement house and clean-up
shop, 21
/
2 miles south on 121,
on 51
/
2 acres land. Will rent
seperate or together. House furnished or unfurnished. Very
low utilties. Electric heat. Has
washer and dryer. $175 plus
deposit. Clean-up shop, $200
plus deposit. 753-1852 or 7591422.
For rent: Large house with double garage. Also 2 bedroom
duplex. 492-8225.
House for rent with built-in
dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
air-conditioner. Also 50' t.v.
tow, antenna and rotary.
References required. Family
preferred. 153-5737.
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath furnished house with washer and
dryer, private. two miles from
town, $200 per month, plus
deposit, no pets. 753-9213 or
753-4110.
Partially furnished 2 bedroom
house, North 6th. No pets.
Deposit and lease required.
Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
Two bedroom house, 11
/
2 miles
on 641 South, $200 and
deposit. 753-4699. Two bedroom house, $100 per
month plus deposit and
references. 492-8360 after 5
pm.

1975 Pontiac Bonneville, 2door hardtop. good tires, good
condition $1150 Call 7534445.

C)

'Look, darling, our very first credit card.'

43-.11e:1a Estate

43. Real Estate
••• •111. 41111.

MEDD,Walt, mt.
Flo 1••1••• mac. 1400 a• unn.
&Moog he,4•41 s•IID•3

Pim

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESS1S
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

Listings flooded! Offices
Coast to Coast. Boyers
from
Everywhoro.
"Fro*" Catalog.
STROUT REALTY
let Ot••••• OM.
1712 C•Idwater

753-0186
.440.4

Income property. $315.00 per
month. Small apartment
building, fully rented. For sale
by owner. Low $20's. Call 7538742.
WOODED LOP! That's only
one of the nice. things about
this lovely home located at
1517 Johnson. It includes 3
bedrooms, living roan, and
formal dining room, and bath.
Also has fenced bock yard and
lovely patio lots of other ex
tra's bare been added to the
home to make it more en
joyable. Just call, we'll pick
yOU

grm
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

COMMERCIAL OR
RESIDENTIAL
3 bedroom - 1 bath, excellent location. Cor
ner lot. This would
make good investment
property. Only $50,000. 3
I.ocated at 300 N. 12th. 8
ONCE IN A
BLUE MOON
A 27-acre mini-farm,
with a beautiful #
building site, 15 tendable, 12 acres in e
young timber. In Lynn 5
4
Grove area. Lots of
highway frontage. Only $25,000.

753-8080

op.

JOHN SMITH

Porde'', 4 Thurman
Ii,
•&
Real Estate
Soutlisisho Court Sq.
\ Murray, Kontocky
753-4451

753-7411
AROUND THE CEO( ls

Soon,126 it SYcsm"
753"1
"
P. O. Hit 301

WARNING! Do not look at this
property unless you are
prepared to buy! The first
temptation is the beautifully
treed 15 acres The second is
the home that consists of 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, and rec
room...The third is that it is
close-dr...The fourth is owner
financing is available...Test
your will power and call us at
753 1492...Century 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.

ARE YOU
WILLING TO DO
SOME HOMEWORK?
Then you'll be extremely interested in
this four bedroom
Gatesborough home
with swimming pool.
Home
needs
redecorating and
some repairs, but for
the Mr. Fixit, this
presents an unusually
good investment opportunity for only
$48,000. Better call fast
on this one. 753-1222.
Recent listing.
PERFECT
STARTER
HOME
Neat and attractive
western cedar sided
home that could be
just the home you've
been looking for. Thermopane windows, carport with concrete
driveway and corner
lot location are a few
of the extra nice
features. Offered in
the upper $30's
through
Kopperud
Realty,711 Main.

Would you like to look around
40 ish again?.. Then see this
For sale: 540 MF Combine,
brick home located on quiet
New listing 3 bedroom. 2 tutt
same as new, only 170 hours.
street near MSU Its lust for
baths, brick veneer home,
13' grain head. $26,000. See
you 3 bedrooms (large master
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
or call Marvin Roberts, Marion,
bedroom), den w4h built in
36. For Rent Or Lease features Olympic syze pool. storage
KY, 965-4888.unit, 2 baths all
air,
fireplace,
and
central
heat
Trailer for rent. 435-4424.
redecorated with paint.
20. Sports Equipment
burglar alarm system For more wallpaper. panelling.
LandFor sale- 8 ft pool table, like 28. Mob. Home Rents 37. Livestock-Supplies information call Purdom &
For rent
Mobile home, For sale: Round hay feeders, Thurman Real Estate, 753- scaped lawn with trees and
new. $250. 489-2715.
shrubs...fenced backyard for
The Pistol People: Invest in a 10'x42', furnished, natural gas, $72.50; Mineral feeders, 4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585. privacy. Don't hesitate. Call
feeling of security, largest near University, prefer one per- $89.95, Stock tank de-icers. Geneva Jones 753-6557.
753-1492. Century 21 Loretta
variety, lowest priced, no son. Phone 753-3895 or 753- $19.95, Heat bulbs. $1.95. For ************** Jobs. Realtors...Oh, yes, f IS
3482.
•
all
your
animal
health
care
registration or red tape in Ken44. Lots For Sale
*Country Leisure! * priced in the $40's.
tucky. Country Boy Store, 9 12x60 Mobile home for rent. needs see Buchanan Feed and *House complete
:
Beautiful sloping corner lot
miles west of Hopkinsville junc- See Brandon Dill at Dill's Seed, Industrial Road, Murray, * remodeled.
4*
with trees. Kingswood Subdivf
tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5, Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In KY, 753-5378.
*
basefull
bedrooms
sion. $4000. Call 753-2329
*
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914. Theatre entrance.
38. Pets-Supplies
41.
ment, C.E. heat an- ;
One acre land in Penny corn
Two bedroom trailers, com- AKC Minature Dachshund pup- *dair. 14'x16' deck on *
munity complete with well
23. Exterminating
pletely furnished, good condi- pies. Champion bloodlines. $60 * back! 80 acres land - 33 *
Call 812-283-6764.
tion, from $145. Call 753- and $75 each. Call 527-9700 * tendable,
approx- *
'
111101M1
45. Farms For Sale
8964
after 1 pm.
*imately 40 good*
PRICE
ALL RUGS CAR
Approximately 17 acres, level.
Two bedroom trailer, 11
REDUCED $2000
/
2 miles Basic and Advanced dog obe- * timber. $64,500.
ttleared, 372' of frontage
on 641 South, $150 and dience classes. Breed handling, *Small well constructed*
Four bedroom exNiswell Road, State Highway
• / deposit. 753-4699.
ecutive home located
tracking, and protection. All * home on 94 E. Close to*
, 011
4
1550. Priced to sell quickly.
in
excellent
Two bedroom trailer on Ledbet- breeds and ages. Professional * lake on 1 acres. Over*
Call 703-921-1403 after 6 pm.
neighborhood.
ft. of highway fron-*
kiKelley's Termite
ter Church Road, $60 per mon- instructor. 436-2858.
* 600
Economic central gas
46. Homes For Sale
th. Call 354-6144
Basset Hound, registered, • tage. Call today for an*
Pest Control
heat, formal dining
appointment. Reduced*
For sale. 2 bedroom house with
12x62 Two bedroom. near East $125: unregistered. $15. From *
Phone 753-3914 ,
room, 11 closets, den
to $14,500.
aluminum siding, on Unity
Elementary School, private lot. hunting stock.. Long ears and
*
/am.
with fireplace, and
4)6-1434
Church Road near Aurora. Price
$125 per month plus deposit. sad faces. Will hold for • 011{14
Olbs••••• - 7511475
central electric airChristmas. 753-0672.
$16,000 Call 437-4569 at
Pro..Dom - 713-5725
No pets. 753-1873.
24. Miscellaneous
At'
I•mtsa Oulmr - 753-1401
conditioning make this
night.
For sale AKC registered Boston * SW*,WII•ni
Approximately 1 rick of wood 30. Business Rental
- 733-1 144
residence a comforTerrier puppies. Call 753-7438. * I•ny S•••••6••, Auell•r••
47.
Motorcycles
and kindling. You pick up. $25.
table and economical
* 11114
For rent: 2 large commercial
713-4314
uk,
753-9240.
1977 360 cc Honda for sale
family home. Offered
buildings across from M.S.U. 41. Public Sale
Asking $800 or best offer. Must
Wood for sale, seasoned or campus, available May, 1981.
in the low $70's. Im*
•
Morray-Ealloway *
sell. Call 767-4584
green 436-2758.
mediate occupancy.
Call 753-2967 after 5 pm
*
Comely Realty
JAMES'
Phone 753-1222, KopOne 1979 Harley Davidson
it.
•
(502)7534146 *
ANTIQUES
perud Realty for real
Sportster Call 753-6754
•
30411.12A51.
service in real estate.
Allierroy, Ky. 42071
Custom Stripping and
*
411.1utTvices
SUMMER AND
and
Repairing
Four
radial tires, like new Call
WINTER.
Refinishing. Custom
Your Oldest and Finest
Two car body shop on 1 acre lot
759-1310 afternoon
You'll enjoy this lovely
Cabinets and Wood
with trailer hookup Call 49249. Used Cars
Stereo Store Around.
3 bedroom home on
worbing. No dipping
8304
Total Torotoble Pockets lacks/el:
heavily wooded lot in
1979 Audi Fox GTI, one owner
Hwy. 641 South
•Fully Automatic Multi Ploy Belt Drive
Lake Forest SubdiviAlso 1978 Gremlin, one owner,
492.1850
Turntoble
18 Acre Farm with two
sion. Ideal for year
both in excellent condition
•S-Shaped Tone Arm
we Dry
bedroom frame house 8
around living and
Call 435-4468.
•Bcdirectionol Viscous Domped
A1111 SIAN
acres
tendable.
within
walking
Cue/Pause Control
1972 Chrysler New York
Granada type soil,
distance of lake.
•ADC OLM-30 Cartridge
Brougham, one owner, local,
43. Real Estate
located on 121 North.
•Diornond Conical Stylus HA 7 Bose
Owner will consider
low mileage, best offer 753He.? Removable Hinged Tinted
Country Living lust minute
$1 7,000
Mel:011M 2`,55%
financing. Priced in
9710.
Dust Cover
from town' Be ready to move
s79"
the $40's. Phone Kopright into this immaculate 3
1976 Datsun stationwagon. 30
perud Realty: 753-1222
Add This Turntable and Make Complete
bedroom, 2 bath, ranch house,
mpg highway. Michelian
for full time real
Stereo, Record All Your Records.
featuring 4 acres of tendable
radials,
AM-FM radio. 4-speed.
estate service.
•
land Just some of the extras
air, very good condition Call
PIONEER
besides good neighbors are a
PORTABLE STEREO FIA7AIA CASSETTE RECORDER
753.3387
U-I I
breakfast bar, ceramic tilt
•Botonce tone and volume controls
1980 Firebird, powet steering,
•Stereo• mono switch
bath, extra large closets, and
power brakes, air, tilt, 2000
,rrarvidtalere.r"!
*Dual built in condenser rnics
much morel This one won't last
moles, V-6, good gas mileage
'Front mounted tuner dial scale
long' Hurray and call Wendy at
$5750 Call 153-7975
•tED stereo station indicator
225
L.
P.
Miller
St.
Spann Realty Associates. 753•Digit al counter
7724_
1977 Ford . Pinto Hatchback,
Across From Community Center
•Heodphone lock
_
wowau. -automatic transrmssiok
•3 way power copabilit;
,4111
Idear I rWestmenr Rental 7"
Open
Hours
local car, 19.000 miles, ex*Swivel telopeopicanttnno
rental units located on 58
cellent condition $2800 Call
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Swivel carry handle
acres in lake area 6 trailers
753-3720
$169
"
and older home have income of
Closed Wedne;day
Shop and Compore
Import kito Salvage 1977, 2
approximately $490 per monThurs., In. L Sat. 8:30-12436
All Of Our Stereo Systems
IC Tofota: 1975 2 IC Joyorft.
th - 10 acres tendable tilted
"We Service Only What We Sell"
1974 Datsun 1208, 1979. Dat
in the $60's Call 753-14'92 at
sun 1400, 1977 Fiat 1200. all
222 Se. 12th SC
IS3-SILE5
Century 21 Loretta lobs.
low miles Call 474,2325
Realtors for more information

A

World of Sound

IT COPY AVAILABLE

49. Used Cars

1974 Plymouth Voyageur window wan with rear seats, factory
air, 8-track. $1250. 753-0866.
1979 T-bird Heritage. Call 4354276.
1979 Thunderbird, T-top, red,
loaded, 36,000 miles. $5895.
Call 753-9710.
1974 Volkswagen Dasher stationwagon. 'automatic and air.
Call 753-9181 or 753-8124.
1974 White VW, excellent condition $1800. Call 759-4813.

50. Used Trucks
1978 Chevrolet. 4-wheel drive,
truck. Six cylinder, 4-speed,
has AM-FM track tape. Call
498-8428 or 498-8970. .
1977 Dodge van. Call 7591276,m•
1977 Dodge, pickup. 6 cylinder,
automatic. power steering. extra nice Great gas mileage.
$2350. 1974 Vegowagon, looks
good, runs good. automatic,
air, and power steering $890
See at Coldwater. Call 4892595.
1974 Ford van; $1000. Call
753-2700.
For sale: Dump truck, extra
clean. 753-1537.
For sale: 1977 Ford Courier
pickup, excellent condition
29.000 miles, long bed. $3000.
Call 759-1303.
1976 Ford Courier, good condition, 4-speed. great gas
mileage. $2250. 1973 Pontiac
Ventura. 2-door. 6 cylinder,
automatic. $875. Call 4892595.

52. Boats and Motors
Good used heavy duty boat
trailer, $250. Call 492-8810

53.Services Offered
Custom made cabinets, music
centers, book cases. hutches.
Reasonable. 436-7566.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning 'Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
15't 5827

53. Services Offerer

Concrete and block work Block
garages. basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates Charles Barnett,
753-5476

Professional sheet rock
finishing, carpentry, roofing.
painting, also repair Call (502i
1354-8565 after 6 pm

Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded Free
estimates Clifford Garrison,
753-5429
Fire damaged restoration Call
442-6677 or 527-1908
Fence sales at Sears now Call
Sears. 753-2310 tor free
estimate for your needs

Need work on your trees' Topp
mg pruning, shaping. con)
plete removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE SERVICE t
professional tree care /5'
8536
HIGH QUALITY REST
PRICES, PERSONAL SERVICE. Open 9-5 Mon.Fri. and 9-noon Sat,

ROOFING
Ceemiserelal sod Rossideserted, Shingle and
Built-Up Reefs. Refer•nc•s, all
w•rk
guaranteni. 753-6581
er 759-1859.

CARTER STUDIO
301 Minn

753 1291

leatnet repair, dying, cleaning
and alterations Also saddle
and harness repair. We make
leather clothing, chaps. vests.
tack belts purses. billfolds.
and many other gift items. Call
Guttering by Sears. Sears con
247-3934
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears Reynolds aluminum products
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Call
753-2310 for free estimate
753-0689
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high treating.and Stop! For all your repair fieed-.cooling bills. tall Sears. 753- rooting. carpentry plumbing
and electrical work, look no
2310 for free estimate
more! Call 753-9226 or 753K & K Stump Removal. Do you
9623. We'll do your job large or
need stumps removed from small. All work
done to your
your yard or land cleared of satisfaction.
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the Thinking of remodeling your
ground leaving only sawdust house? We do it all! Hawley
and chips. Call for free Bucy. 492-8120.
estimate, Bob Kemp 4354343 Will do plumbing, heating,
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
painting, roofing, carpentry
Painting - Paperhanging - 753-2211 or 759-1270.
General maintenance Free Wet basement? We make wet
estimates. 759-1987
basements dry work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Concrete and block
Morgan Construction
Co
work. Block garages,
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah.
basements, driveways,
KY 42001. of call day or night
1-442-7026
walks, patios, steps.
Free estimates. Charles
Will haul driveway white rock
Barnett. 7,53-S476.
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Licinsed Electrician and gas in- Also do backhoe work. Call
stallation heating installation Roger Hudson, 753-4545 Or
and repairs. Call 753-7203
753-67fi3

OUR SPECIALTY...
Is your bathroom oroblems! Anything from
a vanity top to a complete remodeling including shower doors, mirrors, tubs (regular
size, medium size and economy she).
If its marble we've got it! If you have a
bathroom problem, we want to solve it!

THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE
S. 9th

"Quality That Will Please"
75.1-57i9

AUCTION
SALE
Friday, Dec. 5, 11:00
Location: Fredonia, Ky. Take Highway 641 West, go 1.3
miles to grovel road. Go .4 miles on gravel road to auction
site. Watch for signs.
ACRES 882 ACRES
Selling in four tracts
Sale No. 1: 74.97 acres with approximately ' 2 mile highway frontage on 641.
Sale No. 2: 1 00.33 acres located at end of gravel road in front of farm house.
Has two 1 8,000 bu. and one 9,000 bu grain bins.
Sole No. 3: 352.1 3 acres located end of gravel rood. 7 room house w both.
56x1 52 ft. barn for feeding cattle or tool shed w/312 ft. concrete troughs
covered. Has other feed trough on farm. also approx. 372 ft concrete troughs partly covered. Tool shed, bqrns. Plenty of water.
Sole No. 4: 354 OcreS w; .6 mile blacktop highway frontage on Coleman Lane.
All of this tract is in Lyon County but joins above tracts.
Farm will be sold in 4 tracts and the auctioneers reserve the right to group in any
combination. Will be offered as a whole for top dollar.
Farm has been operated by Mr. Fronk Riley for the past 7 years and planted in
grain. This form lays on the edge of what is known as Fredonia Volley. Real good
productive lond. Known as the Frank Riley Farm.
Auctioneers Note: The mineral rights do not go with the 527.43 acres in Caldwell County.
TERMS: 1 0% down day of sole, sign purchase controct Balance on or before
Jan. 5, 1981. Payment by cashier check, certified check, bank reference and
proper ID.
98
Possession on land day of sole. Home on or by Feb. 5. 1 981. Buildings by Jan. 5.
Announcement mode day of sole take precedence over printed matter
Loyd Ford & Norma Ford
Wendell Rorie Attorney
Judicial Sole
Sandy Furionic Master Commissioner of Caldwell Co

West Ky. Land
& Auction Co.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

53. Services Offered

515 Weber St Hopkins•ille Ky 42240
Aectieswers
Wellac• McCord
Sissaley Fritz, Dreher
884.-2254
885-3117 or 886-4216
Clark Anders..,-Apr.
JJimKing •
885-8273
886-7614
Bob Blehey, Saloom= 886-1105
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Rarely—in any store, anywhere—such a large,
exciting selection of famous Noritake formal china,
casual and not so casual dinnerware,
glass, accessories
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25%)Savings, Too, On
Open Stock, Place
Settings, Sets

:f

,
\4;

‘•

Come see one of the largest Noritake displays
ever assembled. Choose from Noritake formal
china, stoneware. Versalone, Progression China,
formal and casual glass and stainless. Open stock,
settings and sets—savings are substantial
but time is limited.

n- I' •.$ V‘•.„,. -Place
•

Noel one .Norilake Ilepresentntii:e. Ur. Donald &rein!
,
Npecial attraction! We. Arent!, Kill he ail mar aaltare fa
help vim !Wert vole \
ke rand ha anitimr
4. Taws.. 'Near. 25ils. 11110111.m.-5301..M.

sorry-current bridal registeries not included)
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Anniversary Special
411 Pewter Holloware
•
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